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PREFACE 

This report describes the use of the Correctional Institu
tion Management Information S~stem (CrMIS) at the Cook County 
Department of Corrections (CCDOC). It is intended primarily for 
the staff of CCDOC who work with CIMIS and for the Criminal Jus
tice Information Systems (CJIS) staff at the Illinois Law En
forcement Commission (ILEC), who design and support CIMIS soft
ware. The Report is also intended for administrators, policymak
ers, and evaluators interested in the criminal justice system and 
in management information systems. 

The Report is organized in five sections. The Introduction 
explains the CIMIS Data Project, describes the CCDOC-CIMIS data 
survey and operations reports, an~ familiarizes the reader with 
important terms. 

The Methodology section describes the research techniques, 
their rationale, and their limitations. 

The third section introduces and explains the major inmate 
management tasks supported by CIMIS at CCDOC. Each of these 
tasks is explained in detail, and the relation of each task to 
the overall operation of CCDOC is described. The CIMIS opera
tions of each of the housing divisions and support units at CCDOC 
are analyzed and explained using tables, flowcharts, and support-
ing text. ' 

Section four contains the findings and recommendations that 
emerged from the analysis. This section explains the implica
tions of the material presented in section three, and sets forth 
suggestions for improving the level of support that CIMIS ~ro-
vides for CCDOC inmate management. .. 

The fifth and final section consists of a glossary and a set 
of appendices containing reproductions of CIMIS and CCDOC docu
ments, and further explanations of research methods used in the 
study. 
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INTRODUCTIQN 

The CrMIS Dat~ Project, 

" 
The' CIMIS Data Project is a comprehensive study of the on-

site use of the CIMISapproach to inmate management. CIMISwas 
designed by the Criminal Justice Information Systems (CJIS) Divi
sion of the Illinois c, Law Enforcement Commission (ILEC), and is in, 
use 'at the Cook 'County Department of Corrections (CCDOC) and .at, 
the facilities of the Ill,inois Department ,. of Corrections (IDOe). 
The Proj'ect is an a:cti.vity of the Statistical Analysis Center 
(SAC) , sponsored by, CJIS, and is the first" effort of its kind. 
The Project has tbree goals: 

2) 

~) 

to surveyoinmate data in 
site's; 

the CIMIS 

t6 describe CIMIS operat,ions at all sites; and 

at !lll 

to determine whether the de.cisiQ,ns mad~, by corrections 
personnel are patterned and predictable us,ing CIMIS' da-
ta. .. 

:~~ 
~) 
I Meeting these goals will' promote awareness 'Of the sysi;em' s 

;" ..... ['._ .. ~~l',''C potentials, probltems" anM'ds adbtu .. i t~,es bamongdsystem ubsers and~~ de
. signers. eIn addi ion, CI I a a wl11 e ma e availa Ie an use-

ful both for meeting thl? system!' s·, planned goals and for aiding 
-.'i,,':[' .-I~-"'I'· those who need information about Illinois' Criminal,:--Justice and _ ,,. Corrections systems. 

~ 0 I"~ 

,,"\",.

"[' ... _'--...... ' l_:""'."'.·'J. '. The CIMIS Data Proj ect cwill produce five reports a@ameans . ',. of achievi,ng these goals. The first of these reports, the "Data 
Survey Report:· Cook County Department of Corred~ions" (hereafter' 

~ called 'the Data Survey Report)~ was published in July, 1981. 
~~ This operations report ~~ the second product of ·the CIMIS Data 

:: .. [" ' .. If~J'I' Proj ect. Futur~ products include a standardized procequre for 

,. 
. .-,.· .. 1, J'~ conducting CIMIS database suryeys, periodic populat~pn and man-' 

agement r'eports using C~IMIS data, and an analysis of the tleci-

[ ] 
sions'by which inmates are assigned living 'll-nits in CCDOC using 

o ~.' _' .. J .. ',"'~'.',' cCIMIS data., For a more detailed discussion of the products of 
the CIMIS Data Project, the reader is referred to the Data Survey 

. Report, pages 1-2. The \r~lationship between the data survey and ,[ I operations reports is Aliscuss¢d below. 

"Cr!. r=l' Th~ Data ~urvey R.PQ~ " 

I ,The purpose,of the Data Survey Report within the .CIMIS Data 
'i.":[~ b!·.l.\ Project is to present the results, of. a study of CIMI"S inmate rec-

, ords at CdDOC. The inmate records were analyzed for scope," com~ " .=~I[~_· plet~ness, and accuracy . The survey provides. CIMIS' users, mana-

'i, 

(,'; 

1.)" 

'II " I II 
\.\ 

;<; (J I 
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gers, and developers with a picture of the inmate data CIMIS gen
erate~ under current operating conditions. These conditions are 
the subject of the operations report. 

The CIMIS Operations Rep0~t 

In add.i tion to maintaining data of high quality, these data 
must be available in a timely fashion, and must be used effec
tively, in order for the system to be successful. The CIMIS Op
erations Report directly addresses the use of CIMIa, and serves 
as a complement to the Data Survey Report. Taken +.ogether, the 
two Reports provide a comprehensive description and analysis of 
the use of CIMIS by the Cook County Department of Corrections. 

The purpose of this Report is to explain in detail exactly 
how CIMIS is used to perform inmate management tasks at CCDOC. 
This description includes the functions CIMIS fulfills, the rela
tionship between the automated and manual recordkeeping systems, 
and the relation of the CIMIS design and concepti, to the actual 
workings of CCDOC. The Operations Report is presented with two 
aims. The first is to help CIMIS managers and users at CCDOC to 
better understand the role of CIMIS at their institution, and how 
that role can be upgraded to the benefit of all CCDOC staff. The 
second aim is to compl·ement the database survey by providing a 
fuller understanding of how and why data are, or are not, entered 
and used in CIMIS. The Report also continues the process of mak
ing knowledge of CIMIS operations and data available to the crim
inal justice community and the gen,eral public . 

. It is essential that readers of this report have a basic un
derstanding of CCDOC and CIMIS operations. These are described 
on pages 1-6 of the Data Survey Report, and are not duplicated 
here. The section below explains important terms that must also 
be understood by readers of this Report. 

Definitions of Terms 

This Report includes a glossary explaining CIMIS and CCDOC 
terminology. Selected key terms frequently used in this Report 
are defined below. C 

1 . ',', Count: 1) The total numper of inmates in a . specified living 
unit, (division, block, tier, or cell), q .. ,etermined by the 
CIMIS COUN~ transaction, Which provides this information; or 
2) The procedures by which CCDOC staff confirms and reports' 
this information. 

2. 

3· 

4. 

5· 

6. 

7. 

II 

Database: A database is the sum-total of all the pieces of 
information available to a computer for calculations, deci
sions, and displays. 

Data Element: A data element is a single item entered into, 
or reported by, a computer. 

IVIanagement Informai"ion System (MIS): An MIS is an assemblage 
of data and data processing capabilities that provides infor
mation useful for making decisions and attaining organiza
tional goals. 

Tier: 1) a CIMIS transaction used to enter or update an in
mate's housing assignment; or 2) to determine what housing 
assignment an inmate should have and record that assignment 
on manual and/or automated records. 

Transaction: a key word that calls for a format on a video 
display terminal (VDT) for entering or reading data. 

Update: modify a computer record to represent the current, or 
most recent, state. 

II 
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METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

were: 
The research methods used to obtain data for this report 

1) observations of CIMIS operations in all of the CCDOC 
divisions, 

2) interviews with CIMIS usersi managers and designers, and 

3) analysis of portions of the CIMIS database. 

While each method was designed to complete a specific research 
task; the methods cross-checked each other as a means of validat
ing research findings. Interviews and data analysis corroborated 
observations. Questionable findings from data analysis were pur
sued in interviews and observations. This section of the report 
presents background comments concerning these research methods, 
and discusses each of the methods in detail. , 

CCDOC is a subsystem within the larger criminal justice sys
tem in Illinois. The researchers analyzed CIMIS in this light, 
and took care to note the manners in which police and court ac
tions (concerning both persons and data) affect CIMIS. C CIMIS 
d~ta collection and rec~rdkeeping also takes place in conjunction 
wlth a paper recordkeeplng system at CCDOC. Data collection was 
conducted with an eye toward similarities and dissimilarities 
between the two systems, as well as toward how they affect each 
other. 

Data collection activities included every CIMIS location at 
CCDOC. The research concentrated on tiering, count and inmate 
movement operations. Previous research which analyzed the CIMIS 
database and employed the same methods, had focused on data entry 
and update, and record maintenance. 

Observations 

The purpose of the on-site observations at CCDOC was t6 ob
t~in as accurate .an understanding as 'possible of CIMIS opera
tlons, and of the klnds of problems CIMIS users experience. The 
observational visit~ covered the shifts and locations which use 
CIMIS the most (See Appendix A for the schedule of on-site visits 
conducted at CCDOC.) 

The observations were conducted in the following manner. 
One or both of the principal researchers would arrive at a pr~~~~ 
ranged location wi thin CCDOC and review the purpose of the ,;,v2si t 
with the supervising of.ficer. Following this introduction, the 
researcher(s) watched the officers as they used CIMIS or prepared 
data for entry into CIMIS. During these observations the re
searchers took notes concerning the officers' use of the system 
and the problems encountered. They directed questions to the 
officers during these observations that addressed such issues as: 

the user's degree of experience using eIMIS, 
the user's specific responsibilities, 
the user's likes and dislikes concerning the system, 
how observed problems arose, and how they were resolved, 
how the CIMIS procedures were related to manual records, 
how the CIMIS procedures coordinated with actual movement 
of inmates, '\ 
which CIMIS reports were used, and for what purposes, and 
what adaptations to CIMIS had been made to support the 
tasks and meet the problems in their part of CCDOC. 

After each observational visit, the researchers drafted, typed, 
and reviewed field notes in preparation for future visits. 

Interviews 

. Interviews were conducted with CIMIS users, managers and 
designers. Like the observations, their purpose was to under
stand CIMIS operations and record user problems. Many of the 
interviews were conducted in an informal manner while observing 
officers using CIMIS. The researchers held more directed, or 
formal, discussions with CIMIS users and managers at CODOC. The 
formal interviews addressed the following issues: 

the division's (or the pa~ticular location's) responsi
bilities concerning CIMIS, 
problems encountered with CIMIS use, 
the supervisor's own reactions to the system, and 
exactly how CIMIS was used for tiering, for counting in
mates, and for re'cording inmate movement. 

Informal interviews were also c~~ducted with CJIS personnel at 
ILEC. These interviews addressed questions of system design and 
capabilities, and problems the researchers encountered with the 
database analysis. 

Database Analyse~ I{) 

The purpose of the database analyses is to 11,se the record of 
CIMIS transactions to reveal how CIMIS itself is used, thus pro-
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viding an objective record of CCDOC-CIMIS operations. Two sets 
of CIMIS transactions were recorded during two seven-day sampling 
pBriods. A CJIS programmer reformatted portions of this database 
according to the requirements of the study, genera,ting three di-
stinct data files ~nalyzed in this study. 0 

1. Longitudinal sample of CIMIS transactions: The sample 
(n=22,915) included all transactions designed to access or 
update inmate records initiated during the seven-day sampling 
period between March 25 and 31, 1981. In order to obtain 
this sample, CIMIS managers at CCDOC kept a computer log for 
seven days of twenty-oI1'e inmate-based transactions (See the 
Glossary for definitions of the tra:nsactions.) This longitu
dinal sample provides a picture of CIMIS use over a short 
period of time. 

2. Longitudinal sample subset: The sample above was reformatted 
t~ prov~de a file of all inmates who, during that seven-day 
-hme perlod, had a J300K transaction. The BOOK transaction is 
always the first CIMIS record for every inmate. The records 
in this file (n=782) included the inmate ID number, the first 
occurrence of each of twenty CIMIS transactions for that in
mate, and the time lag from the BOOK transaction to each of 
the other transactions that occurred, such as the time lag 
from BOOK to the HISTORY transaction. 

3· Longitudinal sample of GIMIS transactions: This sample 
(n=2,89~) ~ncluded 14 CIMIS transactions designed to aid in 
schedullng lnmate ~o~e~ents, usi~g CIMIS, and conducting in
mate headcounts lnl tlated·; durlng the 7-day sampling period 
between July 10 and 16, 1981. 

These samples were analysed using SPSS(1) 

Limitations 

There are four shortcomings to the methods employed in this 
st~d~. All of the me~hodological problems concern the generaliz
ablllty o~ the analyslS: whether the operations analyzed are tru
ly representative of CCDOC operations. The four shortcomings 
are: 

(1)SPSS is the Statistical Package for the Social 
system of computer programs for data analysis. 
al., SPSS. McGraw Hill Book Co., 1970, 1975. 

Sciences, a 
See Nie, et. 

( 

1. Each of the samples of the CCDOC-CIMIS database was ex
tracted at a different period of time. 

2. Both. samples of CIMIS transactions over time cover only 
slightly more than six days, rather than a full week. 

3· The operations studied "Tere not fully routine, 
subject to further change. CCDOC operations 
cies are always subject to change. This was 
during the course of the research. 

.and are 
and poli
the case 

4. Most of the CIMIS transactions sampled, with the excep
tion of INQUIRY, can have two uses. They can review, 
or add to, the database. The database sample of 
transactions cannot indicate Which purpose a specific 
transaction served. Thus, reliable separation of data 
entry and data use will be limited in some cases. 

These limitations to the methodology do not affect the 
findings of this report. There is no reason to believe that the 
CCDOC-CIMIS database samples are anything but-representative of 
typical CrMIS use in the full range of CCDOC~CIMIS operations. 
The limitations serve as a guide to readers who wish to form 
their own conclusions based on the CIMIS data. 

.\ 
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ANALYSIS OF CIMIS OPERATIONS AT CCDOC 

Introduction 

This report identj/fies. five distinct inmate management 
tasks at CCDOC that a~e accomplished on a daily basis using 
CIMIS. The five inmate management tasks are: 

1. Recording inmate data. 

2. Updating inmate records. 

3· Scheduling inmate movement. 

4· Assigning inmate living units. 

5· Conducting inmate headcounts. 

This report presents the description and analysis of CIMIS 
operations concerning these tasks for each of the operating divi
sions of CCDOC. For this purpose, the "operatin~ diviSions" in~ 
clude the housing divisions,. the receiving units; th~ records 
offices, and the supporting units such as Cermak Hospital and 
Human Services. An additional section explains the record updat
ing and inmate scheduling tasks. in a general context. 

Each description is presented in a standard format. Divi
sion activities using CIMIS are explained, with flowcharts and 
figures where necessary; data derived from the analyses are pre
sented, and a discussion of CIMIS use compared to manual records 
concludes the section. D 

Following these analyses, a third section describes CIMIS 
use in all CCDOC divisions. This section presents two analyses: 

1. General ~atterns of CIMIS use throughout CCDOC. 

2. The time lagsobetween CIMIS?transactions for inmates. 

The final section compares CIMIS operations across divi-' 
sions . 

CIMIS Operations in Cook County Department of 
Divisions Corr~ctions 

The following sections of the report are detailed descrip
tions of each of the divisions of CCDOC. There is one section 
for each of the custodial divisions and one for each of the sup~ 
port divisions, such as Human Services and Cermak Hospital. 

Division I 

Division l has the capacity to hold 627 inmates. The divi
lSlon hol~s sentenced ()felons, inmates in disciplinary segrega
tion, escape risks, and Lnmates from other divisions who have 
been assigned as workers in Division I. 

It is important to note that capacity in all divisions 
changes Aue to the need to repair or remod~l cells, and due to 
court rulings regarding housing of sentenced lnmates. 

., 

Division I contains 8 "blocks" which consist of four tiers 
with approximately 19 ce+ls; two blocks are being remodelled. 
The division has four. stories, each containing two of the bloc~s. 
The administrative office is on the second floor and the securlty 
office is in the basem~nt. 

There are three CIMIS terminals in t:!:1'is division; all in the 
basement. Two are located at opposite ends of the basement hall
way, referred to as the "boulevat~" (pos~ 3 and.post 78) and the 
third terminal is in the securlty offlce, WhlCh opens,onto the 
boulevard. ~ 

Most tr&ffic in this division is to and from the courts and 
to and from other divisions. " All inmate traffic is routed along 
the boulevard. Officers, workmen and other persons enter through 
the boulevard or through the administration level, and are 
stamped with a dye that shows up under the ultraviolet Hblack" 
light. 

Di vi~:ii'on I officers ini tiated 372 tran,gactfons during the 7-
day sampling period in March. Tables I and II 'below describe the 
transactio,n use in Division I. 
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TABLE 1 

NUMBElZ OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE 
DIFFERENT TERMINALS IN DIVISION I 

TRANSACTION 

• 

~IER-· ATIER INQ TOTALS 

Security Office 18 25 37 80 
Post 78 117 20 128 265 
Post 3 5 5 17 27 

Totals 140 50 182 372 
Percent 37.6% 13·4 48·9 

TABLE 2 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN DIVISION I 
FO~ DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

WORK SHIFT· 
TRANSACTIO:N 8am-4pm 4pm-midn. midn.-8am TOTAL 

TIER'::;' 72 37 31 140 
ATIER 11 39- 0 50 
INQUIRY 97 51 34 182 

Totals 180 127 65 372 
Percent 48.4% 34.1 17·5 

PERCENT 

21 .5% 
7L2 
7·3 

100.0 

PERCENT 

37.6% 
13.·4 
48·9 

100.0 

The peak hours of transaction use in Division r 
sampling period were from 11 a.m. to 12 noon, when 
transactions were initiated, and from 10:00 p.m. to 
with 12.8% of the transactions. 

during the 
18.6% of the 
11 : 00 p. m. , 

As the tables show, TIER and ATIER 
51% nf CIMIS use in Division I and most 
performed at Post 78. In general, CIMIS 
tiering process and. primarily provides 
INQUIRY transaction. 

Tiering 

comprise approximately 
of the transactions are 
.is s~condary in the 
inf6rmation throug~ the 

Tiering in Division I is a three part process which differs 
slightly for new inmates, court returnees, and inmates trans
ferred from other divisions. In each case information is recorded 
on paper befor~ it is entered into CIMIS~ 

New inmates: New inmates are aSSigned to a division at 
intake ·in the Reception, Classifi'cation, and Diagnostic Center 
(RCDC). The assignment is recorded on the History Card, on the 
RCDC, ledger, on the RCDC tieri'ng .. sheet, and On the inmate's 
wristband. The inmates are taken to Division I via the tunnels 
and in most cases will b.e checked in at Post :5. At this point, 
the inmate's identification data are recorded on a ledger and his 
block assignment is made and eritered on the ledger and in CIMIS. 
The inmate is, then t-aken up to his tier where the tier officer
makes-'a, cell assignment, records the assignment on his ledger., 
and calls the assignment down to a CIMIS post where it is entered 
in the system. 

Inmate transfers: Inmates are' often trans~erred between 
divisions in CCDOC. In most cases, RCDC is used as aholdihg 
area in the transfer process; inmates are brought to RCDC from 
court or from their old divisions on the way to their new divi
sions. RCDC will call the Division I shift commander to get ap::::
proval for the transfer. Assuming that approval is given,. Divi~ 
sion I will send an officer to collect the inmate(-s). The shi.ft 
commander works from the security office and will assign the 
"wing" (block and tier) the inmate will live on. This assignment 
is recorded on paper in the form of tiering sheets in the securi
ty office and is then relayed to one of the CIMIS posts where it 
is recorded on the ledger and entered in the computer. As with 
new inmates, the wing"officer will assign the specific cell, re
cord the assignment,' and telepl10ne the assignment to the computer 
posts for complete entry on their manual records. and in CIMIS. 

Court returnees: Inmates return from court either by way 
of the tunnel bridge or through RCDC. In both cases, the proce-
~ur~ is the same. _ 

When' court r~turnees pass back through RCDC or the bridge, 
their mi ttimi are examined for changes in bond, sentence, an,~ 
charge. If there are any changes, they are noted on the daily 
courtcall sheet and on the inmate's courtpass. If the change 
warrants a reassignment of housing divisions, the inmate is re
tiered by having the new assignment recorded on tiering sheets 
and ledgefs. The inmate is then transferred to his new division. 
'The actual transfer may occur. the same day, or if the change was 
not caught,or if RCDC is too busy, or if the new division is too 
crowded, the change of divisions will be effected the follow~ng 
morning. 

Inlllate Counts 

Division I conducts twelve counts each day. The counts, ~ 
as in all divisions, are organized around the changing of the 
shifts. Each shift is responsible for determining that it is 
coming on duty and going off duty to a_correct accounting of in
mate-s. Counts must reconcile the phYSical presence of inmates, 

!J 
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the paper records of inmate"locations, and the CIMIS record of 
inmates. A count consists of reconciling the inmates on pape~ 
and then confirming the paper with CIMIS. Obviously, if the 
tiering procedure described above is not oarried out, it will be 
impossible to use CIMIS for d;he counts. The manual forms used in 
counts are the tiering sheets kept on each wing, the tally kept 
in the security office ledger, and the card file kept in the of
fice of the division Superintendent. The tiering sheets are com
pared agaipst the presence of~he inmates, and the -inmate photo
graph-identification cards that are used for c.ommissary priveleg
es and are kept by the wing officers. The counts are finally 
made by compllring the i:;iering sheet totals with the CIMIS totals 
provided by the COUNT transaction. 

Inmate counts occur at the following ~imes: 

8:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. 12:30 p.m. 
11 : 00 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 2:00 !:l" m. 
3:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 4:00 a.m. 
3:39) p.m. J.iidnight 7:30 a.m. 

The counts at 3:30 p.m., 11 :30 p.m. and midnight are the 
master counts. The most important' of these is the count at 3: 30' 
this count confirms the number of inmates in the division befor~ 
the new.~nmates and the court returnees 'arrive, beginning around 
4 p.m. The master counts have three steps. Initially, the tier
ing sheets are matched with the inmates and the ledgers of inmate 
movement and are tallied in the security office. Next the sheets 
are compared.to and reconcil~d with"the CIMIS record. Finally, 
the total 1S matched aga1nst the card file.' The card file is 
only used during these master counts. 

niscussion of CIMIS Use 

Di~(sion I relies on and uses CIMI£Jto a high degree. The 
terminal~:::"are placed in the most useful areas and the time lag 
between. r~>C0:!'~ing data on manual records and entering them into 
CIMIS 1S qU1 te short. Nonetheless, CIMIS is .still a secondary 
system, as all movemeni:; is recorded on manual records and all 
a~signments of Ii vinguni ts are ente'red on qIMIS after they are 
noted on man":lal.re~ords. CIMIS is ~ritical in the.count process, 
"~ut here a~a1n 1t 1S used as a conf1rmation; it i$ not vital in 
~ ts . o~n :lg~t: It is v5. tal in i ~s. own right for inquiries about 
spec1f1c 1nd1 vlduals and for prov1d1ng instant surveys" of the 
status of the whole division in one step. 

DIVISION II 

Divis~on II has the capacity to hold 1,109 inmates. The 

division holds adults with low bonds (up to $15,000), inmates 
with violation of probation warrants with low bonds (up ~o 
$20,000), inmates in the psychiatric ~esidentiaQ treatmentun1t 
(RTU) , and inmates of low bond with medIcal problems or who a::e 
aged. The division incorporates the medical unit, Cermak Hosp1-
tal and the psychiatric unit. 

Division II consists of four buildings .. There is a men's 
dorm, a youthdonm, Cermak h~spital, and the ~TU bu~lding. The 
men's dorm has a capacity of 422; it has four t1ers w1th about 50 
cells per t'ier." The ;youth dorm holds 215 in a total of six tiers 
with either 25 or 50 cells per tier. RTU holds about 425 inmates 
in 5 tiers of approxiamtely 50 cells, and Cermak Hospital holds 
45 inmates. 

Movement is controlled through the staging area, located in 
the men's dorm. In addition, each building has a control area on 
the ground floor. The CIMISterminals are distributed throughout 
the division. There is one at each of the dorm control' desks, 
one in the staging area, one at the information desk "located in 
the entry to Cermak Hospital and the main administrative offices 
of the Division. There are two others in Cermak hospital (See 
pages 42 - 43)· 

The total number of transacti.ons initiated in Division II 
during the sampling period was 4,,910. Ta~les 3 and 4 below il
lustrate the distribution of these transact1ons. 

TABLE 3 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE DIFFERENT 
TERMINALS IN DIVISION II 

TERMINAL 

RTU , 
Men's Dorm 
Youth Dorm 
Staging 
Info. Desk 

Totals 
Percent 

TIER 

436 
509 
276 
395 

0 

1616 
32.9% 

TRANSACTIONS. 
,ATIER INQ 

138 882 
87 698 
59 ." 299 

506 508 
117 0 

790 2504 
16.1 51 .0 

TOTALS PERCENT 

1456 29.7% 
1294 26.3 

634 12·9 
1409 28·7 

117 2.4 

4910 
100.0 

a 
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TABLE 4 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN DIVISION II 
FOR DIFFERENT WORK SHTFTS 

TRANSACTION 
WORK 'SHIFT 

8am-4pm 4pm-mid. mid.-8am TOTALS PERCENT 
TIER 823 253 540 1616 32·9% ATIER 85 701 4 790 16.1 INQUIRY 1865 397 242 2504 51 .0 
Totals' 2773 1351 786 4910, Percent 56.5% 27.5 16.0 100.0 

Tiering 

. Due ~o the fact that DiviSion II houses the youths inmates 
wlth medlca~ .a~d psychiatric,problerus, and the lowest bond in-
~~t~gD06he g~:'lS1.0n has. the highest amount of population. movement 

. . . lS was est:mated a~ 90% turnover every two weeks 
W!1~tth·lntchluddl?-g. ~he dally routlne of court call and the movemeni' 
~ In e ~V1S~on. ~ 

New. inmates: ~e! "inmates come into the division from RCDC, 
~ften wlth the dlvlsion assignment entered into CIMIS. All new 
lnm~tes are brought to the staging area. At this point they are 
asslgned to a block (dorm). At the staging area inmate data are 
~~te:ed onto a green ledger book containing the standard aCDOC 
l~rlng sheets~ Next, the data are entere& into CIMIS and th 

they ar~ :eco::ded on t~e ~og book, which is a complete ;eco1"d ~~ 
all actl Vl ty ~n the bUl1dlIlg. Inmates are taken l' from the sta in 
~~ea to the control desk of the dorm they will be housed in g A~ 
. e dorm the~ are ass~gned their tier an~ cell. This infor;ation 
~:rreC?rded ln the bU11di?-g.tiering ledger an5 log book and en-

~;d;~~;~:!n~m~d l~naa~~~N~~r~h:a~~:~gn:~~~~ a~:p~:E:n~~S!!~~ " 

II Court call inmates: Inmates going to cou;rt from ':.... 
may not return to the diviSion because' th D1V~slon 

r:- chtange il?' bond or sentence, or the space ma;y b:a~i'~~~g o~t, get 
lnma es whq,e they are in court. No th 1 ." y new 

~~t~~ur!h:;sta~: ~~~~~~;e~d~~~ ~~~.a~:O;fr~~~li;ei~n~~;~:i~~o ~~ 
is complete. Inmates gorng to cou~; ~arlalnsf~r ttokanother d,i visi?n 

.. are, a en out of . thelr 

r~
:"" 

"L:" 
(;> ~r 

,C,·'·~-J'~·' 
". <' 

CJ:· 

-.0 Q _~ •• _ .~ .• 

housing building' and are tiered out of their wing and cellon the 
paper records\ and in eIMIS. They proq,eed, to the staging area 
where they are tiered out of their building and into a special 
court cal'l (block) categorytlCC". This ide,ntifies these inmates 
as being in Division II, but out I,itt court. If the inmate returns 

'~:":'~J. to Division II, the process is reversed, followinl,; the courSe Ie . talJ!c3n by new inmates. 

. . 7 Tran.sfer inmates: Inmates b(3ing transferred into D~,vi.sion I[ ::: J..... rJ~ are. taken frO.m their, old divisions to RCDC. From there, the 
. . procedure ~s exactly the same as it i~ for new ,inmates and court 

<;:;:P;)'" . 'n \, '. '_J ' . returnees. " '2" Discharg:lng inmat'>-B.€,: The pro\~edure for discharging inmates 
; ." is essentially the sam~ as that for inmates.; going to court. The 

' .-'" inmate is suc(~essively removed from the tierj,ng records until 
!.i[.,-·~ ", only the division remains. ,. Finally the inmate is taken to the 
,- J bond office OJ:" the, front desk in Division V whe'i"e he is dis..,.. 

:J 1, ::::::d~ounts 
Division II conducts five daily counts. CIMIS is considered 

the authoritative standard for the counts. The counts are made 
at 5 a.m. prior to the court call, at 8 a.m. (a master cO"Q,.nt for 
the shift change), noon, 4 p.m. shift change (prior to the daily 
influx of new inmates and court returnees), and at the midnight 

\. ,. shift change. No shift can leave" until the count "is .confirmed. 
_'I7':'~ Count is made by comparing the ,wall board markers, the count of 

"iC" ...:: ".""1' '"e inmates in the building, the de'sk log book, the tieringledg~r, 
the tallies from the throw-away movement. sheets which are maln .... 

'C';· :1-·····'·1 tained on each shift (instead of the OFF/ON transactions ),an<1. 
, _:: 0_ the CIMIS eount. The official record is kept by thesuperinten-

; ; dent who compiles~.' a tally from the daily roster (Report 01) and 

" '·'['~':'·'[[·""'·"'·.I'·.:.·' the coul"tcall sheet (Report 06; See Appendix C) . The total t;ro!p. . . all the housing units must meet this tally ~ The term "master 
cou'nt" re~ers to counts when all movement' is halted f-"l.~ the in-

r ) mates are individually identified and counted. The otl<' t counts 
" .. ~ Simply re'concile the records. ,""./ 

,I 

i[-" "'I Discussion of' CIMIS Use 

=I~ {d 
,~ 

t~[ .. _,". ':,_. ; 
.": ,,,,,il''''I', 
: : .. 

TJIf" 
-"j •. ~ 

Division II exhibits the most innovative uses of CIMIS at 
CCDOC; in the ~se "of "CC" to indicate inmates at cburt appeara~_ 
ces, and in the use of CIMIS r,eports to keep an . inmate tally. 
CIMtS in Division II is the official record of activity and popu~ 
lation. Nonetheless, CIMIS is never the first record system used 
in data entry or delletion, and there is no area 'where CIMIS is 
used withou't support from m"anual records. The CIMIS terminals in 
Divisioh II ~re well situated to monitor inmate movement. The 
use of CIMIS 'in this division demons'trates the fact that the sys ... 
tem is not fully relied on for the full range of support it could 
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TABL:E 5 provide, even when it is a6cepted and integrated in divisiOn op
erations. 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE DIFFERENT 
TERMINALS IN DIVISION III 

Division III: Women's Division 

Division III has the capacity to hold 253 female inmates 
and ~eld a total of 4,328 in 1980, with a daily average of 203. 
All female inmates who are not in Work Release or hospitalized 
reside in the Division III building. 

Division III is located in a new building which opened in 
1973 and adjoins Cermak Hospital. It is a four-story building 
with. two blocks ?f three tiers on each of the upper three housing 
storles. Each tler holds 38 to 43 cells. The grounq floor hous
e~ the administ~a~ive and records offices, the reception area, 
kltchen and dlnlng room, and two housing tiers. The basement 
contains the laundry room, 'library, lockers, classrooms commis-
sary, and exercise room. ' 

Division III has five CIMIS terminals. One is located in 
the Records Office, one in the reception area and one on each of 
the three housing floors. 

Division III terminals use many transactions because the 
Di vision is self-contained. It must manage its ow,n records, re
ceiving, and housing operations. 

A total of 767 transactions were performed during the sam
pling period.' Tables 5 and 6 below illustrate CIMIS use in Divi
sion III. 

TERMINALS 
TRANSACTION RECORDS RECEIV'G 1stFl. 2ndFl. 3rdFI. 

TIER 29 64 2 2 3 
ATIER 2 0 0 0 N.A.* 

INQ 89 1 39 46 9 
BOOK 20 69 0 N.A. N.A. 

CHARGE 162 6 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

lUST 1 1 64 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

DISCH 111 1 'N.A. N.A. N.A. 

OUTD 2, 0 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

CNAM 0 1 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

IDS 3 1 0 0 N.A. 

CLIN 3 0 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

SPEC 14 0 N.A. N.A. N.A. 

Totals 448 218 41 48 12 
Percent 58.4~ 28.4 5·3 6.3 1 .6 

*N.A. = transaction may not be initiated at this 

TABLE 6 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN DIVISION 
FOR DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

WORK SHIFT 
TRANSACTION' ' 8am-4pm 4pm-midn. midn.-8am TOTAL 

TIER 19 74 7 100 

ATIER 0 2 0 2 

INQUU1Y 138 42 4 184 

BOOK 12 77 0 89 
CHARGE 40 128 '0 168 

DISCH 19 93 a 112 
'OUTD 1 1 0 2 

CNAM 0 1 0 1 

IDS 0 4 0 4 
CLINIC 0 3 0 3' 

SPECIAL 7 7 0 '14 

Total 248 508 11 767 
Percent 32.3% 66.2 1 .4 

TOTAL POT. 

100 13.Q~ 
2 ·3 

184 24·0 
89 11 .6 

168 21 .9 
75 9.8 

112 14.6 
2 ·3 
1 • 1 
4 .5 
3 .4 

14 1 .8 

767 
100.0 

terminal. 

III 

PERCENT 

13·0% 
·3 

24.0 
11 .6 
21 .9 
14.6 

.j 

.1 

.5 
·4 

1 .8 

100~0 
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The peak hours of CIMIS terminal use in Division III were 
10:00 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m. (9.8%) and from 4 p.m. to 10:00 
(63.476). 

The tables show clear differences in CIMIS 
sion III and the other divisions. Division III 
range of transactinns. There are few TIERS 
inmates are housed permanently, and only moved 
violent or require hospitalization. 

Tiering 

use between Divi
displays a wider 
or ATIERS because 
if they become 

Living units in Division III are assigned during the intake 
process on the basis of age, personality, and criminal charge; 
the main criterion being aggressiveness. The living unit is re
corded on paper on a log book, on the tiering sheet, and on the 
"boulevard pass" which accompanies the inmate to her cell. This 
information is recorded in CIMIS by the 4 p.m. to midnight shift, 
after the inmates have all been tiered. There are no transfers 
between Division III and other diVisions, and court returnees are 
rarely AT IERed (except, for example, '''hen a female is sentenced 
to the work-release program). When TIER is used to change an 
inmate's living unit, the change is recorded first on the tier 
sheet at the tier monitor, and later entered into CIMIS. 

Womens' Division Records Office and Receiving Process 

The Womens' Division has its own records office which per
forms all of the functions of the larger records office for male 
inmates; The Women's DiVision CIMIS terminals are part of the 
central CIMIS operations. The intake procedure is essentially 
the same as the procedure for ma.le inmates, but there are some 
differences. Chart I below illustrates the Women's Division re
ceiving process by depicting the inmate and information flow de
scribed by the following steps. 

1. New inmates arrive during the noon to 6:00 p.m. per
iod with their mittimi and arrest cards and are held in a waiting 
room. It is important to realize that there are usually only 15 
to 25 women processed into'J'!.ODOC each day. 

2. Inmate data are recorded on intake sheets from the 
documents and an inmate identification number is stamped on the history cards. 

3· Inmates turn in their valuables. 

4· 
printed. 

Inmates are interviewed, photographed and finger
The data from the interviews are noted on the history 

cards. 

5. The inmates' go to an adjoining 
stripped and searched, and they shower. 

room where they are 

Finally, the inmates are given their tier ass
t
l· gnment, 

6. personality, and charge, and hey are primarily based on age, 
taken to their tiers. 

Once all inmate intake procedures are comple~e ~nd 
the I~mates are tiered, data from the manua~ r~cords, prlmar~l: 
the Ristor Card are entered into CIMIS. ThlS IS the most .Slg 

. ficant ~iffer~nce between the .~ale and female intake routInes; 
~~ the female division CIMIS data entry ~ollows fUD~l. ~anuval R~;~~ 
ord creation, and does not accompany It as in lVlSlon . 

o 
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The Division III records office terminal was used for 448 
of the selected transactions during the sampling period (See 
Table VI, above). 80.9% of these transactions, or 363 of them, 
were accounted for by three transaction types. These were CHARGE 
(36.2%), DISCHARGE (24.8%), and INQUIRY (19.9%). By contrast, 
BOOK was only initiated 20 times (4.5%). It is clear from these 
figures that the single most common use of CIMIS in the Records 
Office is for updating inmate records. 

In the Womens' Division reception ~rocess no data are enter
ed into CIMIS until all new inmates have been processed, all data 
are recorded on paper, and all the inmates have been housed. 

Inmate Counts 

Division III conducts five counts each day. Each of the 
five is considered a master count and all the inmates are locked 
up. The counts take place at 8 a.m., 11 :30 a.m., 3:30 p.m., 11 
p.m. and midnight. The tier sheets are brought from the monitor 
stations to the Records Office and matched with the computer. 
For the 8 a.m. count, the courtcall dropsheet is also used (Re
port 06). In addition, the 11 :00 p.m. count must match the over
all CCDOC count; the shift cannot leave until the counts recon
cile. 

Discussion of CIMIS Use 

As in the other housing divisions, CIMIS is a secondary 
system. All data are entered on paper before they are entered in 
CIMIS, and CIMIS is primarily used to confirm and back up the 
paper records. Despite this, CIMIS is considered useful and im
portant. It offers speedy responses to inquiries and coordina
tion with the rest of CCDOC. 

DIVISION IV 

Division IV has the capacity to hold 704 inmates and manages 
approximately 85 to 140 court calls per day. The division houses 
adults with bonds between $15,000 and $50,000, non8ggressive in
mates, and inmates in safekeeping. The division wjll not hold 
any sentenced inmates. 

The division is in one of the new buildings. It has two 
floors, divided into eight blocks with two tiers per block and 40 
to 50 inmates per tier. 

Division IV has three CIMIS terminals, One terminal is in 
the security office. The other terminals are in the basement at 
the interlock and in the Division's tunnel checkpoint. 
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'There were 837 transactions in·i tiated in Division IV during 
the sampling periDd. The tables below illustrate the use of the 
tr~tnsactions according to shift and terminal. 

TABLE 7 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE DIFFERENT 
TERMINALS IN DIVISION IV .. 

TRANSACTIONS 
TERMINALS INQUIRY ATIER MEDIC TOTALS PERCENT 
Security 
Office 304 333 1 638 76.2% Basement 112 0 0 112 13·4 Interlock 32 55 0 87 10·4 
Totals 448 388 1 837 .. ' Percent 53.5% 46·4 • 1 100.0 

TABLE 8 

NUMBER 0]' TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN DIVISION IV 
FOR DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

WORK SHIFT 
TRANSACTIONS 8am-4pm 4pm-midn~ midn. -,Bam TOTALS PERCENT 
INQ 248 178 22 ·'448 " 53·5% ATIER 107 220 61 388 46.4 MEDIC 1 0 0 1 • 1 
Totals 356 398 83 837 Percent 42·5% 47·6 9·9" 100.0 

The peak hours of CIMIS use in Division IV were' from 9:00 
a.m. to 10:00 a.m~ (13.0%) and from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. (25.9%). 

~he tables show that the TIER transaction does not seem to 
be used; this is distinctly different from the other divisions~ 

;;The most common transactions used are INQ and ATIER. The majorl,.. 
ty of CIMIS use takes place on the security office terminal, and 
CIMIS use seems to be divided betweeri the mornin~ (8:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m.) and the evening (,4:00 p.m •. to midnight) shifts. 

22 

Tiering 

Inmates to be housed in Division IV are brought from RCDC 
to the security office wh~re they ~re recorded on ~ log book and ~ 
an index card is prepared for each lnmate. The offlcer on duty 
at the office calls the wings to find out where they have vacan
cies' the wing officers decide where the new inmates will be 
houS~d and inform the security office. The officer in the.secu
rity office thE3n ent~rs the assignments into CIMIS and the lnmate 
is taken to hi~ cell~ In other words, this division uses CIMIS 
only as a backup record system for manual tiering procedures. 

Transfers from other divlsions follow the exact same proced
ure that new inmates follow. In addition, any transfers must be 
approved in advance by the superintendent' Si, office. In~ates go
ing to court from this division take their ~elongings wlth them 
and changes in their status are detected l~ R?DC, w~en they re
tu~n. Any mistakes, inmates whose statuses lndlcate ~hey should 
be in other divisions, are held overnight and transfered through 
RCDC as soon as the morning court call rush is over . 

Inmate Counts 

Division IV makes count at 8 a.m., noon, ~ p.m., 10 p.m. and 
at midnight. The counts at noon and 10 p.m.~r·e ~ess ~ormal. 
Count is made by matching the physical pres~nce of the lnmates 
with the tiering sheets and the security offlce log "books of 
movement during the day. The tiering sheets are brought up to 
the security office and compared with 'the CIMIS totals. When the 
count takes' place. at the end of a shift, the count is prepared 
simultaneously by the incoming and the outgoing shift; the counts 
must match before the outgoing shift can leave. Each day at 11 
p.m., the division gets a cop~.of.CIMIS Repor~ ?2! the housing 
report. This report includes a llstlng.of all Dlvls10n IV hou~
ing assignments and cell changes and 1S used as a further bas1s 
for confirming the daily ,,4 p.m.')count. 

Discussion of CIMIS Use 

As the tables show, Division IV uses CrMIS less than most 
divisions. CIMIS is used mainly as a basis for confirming the 
counts and as a secondary record of tiering assignments. 

Division V 

Division V has the capacity to house -992 _ inmates in 
CCDOC's new main administration building. Division V houses in
mates with bonds up to $50,000, known homosexuals, sentenced mis
demeanants, and "parole violators. 

,. 
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The bU~lding which houses Division V custodial functions, 
a~so conta1ns RC~C, "CCDOC.e~ecutive security offices, Transporta
t1on, Hum~n Serv1ces, admln1strative and executive offices, the 
CIM~S off1C~S and hardware, and other CCDOC facilities. The cus
t~d1al sectlo~ is com~osed of 12 blocks; each block contains 2 
wlngs, or t1ers, Wh1Ch are groups of cells around a central en
clos~re. ~ach tier contains between 20 and 40 inmates. - The 
hous1ng un1ts are spread throughout the building so that there is 
no central checkpoint or single "boulevard" for traffic control. 

The division has two CIMIS terminals; one is in the front 
lobby and the other is in the security office in the basement, behind the RCDC area ... 

The front lobby terminal is rarely used for D~,vision V 
inmate management. It is used mainly by the Records Office to 
identify inmates for discharge. 

. There wer~ 2,206 transactions\' ini-tiated on the Division V 
term1nals dur1ng the sampling period. The tables below illus-" 
trate the use of CIMIS on the Division V terminals. 

TABLE .. 9 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE DIFFERENT 
TERMINALS IN 'DIVISION V 

TRANSACTION 
TERMINAL 

FRONT LOBBY SECURITY TOTALS PERCENT 
TIER 166 474 640.'· 29.0% ATIER 5 217 222 10.1 . INQUIRY 315 413 728 33.0 CHARGE 140 0 140 6·3 DISCH 469 b 469 21.3 CHIST 7 0 7 ·3 
Tot~ls 1102 1104 2206 Perc'ent 50.0% 50.0% 100.0 

G 
'~_r""'-' .-;!"~.---

TABLE 10 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN DIVISION V 
FOR DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

SHIFT 
TRANSACTION 8am-4pm 4pm-midn. midn.-8am TOTALS PERCENT 

TIER 116 357 167 640 29.0% 
ATIER 1 215 6 222 10.1 
INQUIRY' 388 256 84 728 33.0 
CHARGE 34 106 0 140 6.3 
DISCHARGE 133 317 19 469 21.3 
CHIST 0 0 7 7 .3 

Totals 672 1251 283 2206 
Percent 30.5% 56·7 12.8 100.0 

p.m. 
1\ ed. 

The peak hours of CIMIS use in Division V were from 6:00 
to 11 ~ 00 p. m., when 48.4% of the transactions were ini tia,t-

The tables reflect the fact that the front lobby termina~ is 
used by the Records Office to" discharge inmates in the even1n~s 
and to perform other records updating tasks when the workload 1S 
heavy at "the Records Office. The tables show that 30% of ~h~ 
transactions that are commonly done by the Records Off1ce 
(CHARGE, CHIS~, DISCHARGE) are initiated on the front lobby ter
minal. 

The other transactions are primarily tiering actions (ATIER, 
30%) and inquiries (INQ, 33%) and are evenly divided between the 
two terminals. 

Tiering 

Tiering in DiviSion V is ~ifferent from ~iering in t~e oth~r" 
divisions. In Division V, all new inmates are held overnlght . ln 
"transit tiers". The "permanent" assignment~ are made the fol
lowing morning. The assignments are recorded on the paper tier
ing sheets, then called down to the CIMIS terminal in the bas~
ment security o'fiice. Division V procedure is to record the dl
vision~ the block and the .tier, but not the ce~l. TransferS! and 
court returnees are ha.nd,led in the same way new lnmates are ,but 
court retu.rnees do not go into the transit tiers, they are re-
turned to their cells. ' 
(, , 
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Inmate Counts 

Division V conducts six inmate counts ~er day. 
are done at: <-..J 

6 :00,. a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
Noon 

4:00 p.m. 
19:30 p.m. 
Midnigh~, 

The counts 

. Counts are performed strictly with manual records. The wing 
off1cers count the inmates against the tiering sheets. CIMIS is 
never up to date, partly because the" cells are never entE?~red, and 
partly because inmates from RCDC, Cermak~ sick call, and'interdi
V1S1on transfer, are all on C~MIS as "Division V", thus limiting 
the .usefulness of the CIMIS 1nmate counting transactions for the 
hous1ng staff of Division V. 

Discussion of CIMIS Use 

Division V relies on, uses, and enters data in CIMIS less 
tha~ any other division except.Work Release (See pages 29 - 30). 
It.1S not used +or counts. It 1S used only partially and second
a~lly for tiering, and one third of the division's CIMIS transac
t1?nS ~re ~ctually Record Office a?tivity. The diffic\llty lies 
pr1mar1ly ln the fact that a large'number of functions and sever
al sources of CIMIS inmate records are all occurring together 0 in 
a large, sprel3.d-out building, and are all .;tr'acked as "Division 
V", with no distinction possible at the division level between 
the custodial unit and the other functions. 

Division VI 

DiviSion VI has a capacity of 992 inmates. The division 
hol~s . inmates wi~h high bond amounts ($50,000 and over) and in
mates.~n safekeeplng. The division pas 12 blocks or wings,each 
of WhlCh has two tiers with about 40,j cells. 

~ ~,~, 

The division 'nas two CIMIS terminals;, one is in the ~ecuri ty .. 
office on the first floor; the other is in the basement tunnel'). 

There were 1,779 transactions initiated during the sampling n 

period. The tables below illustrate the distribution of these 
transactions. 

TABLE 11 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE DIFFERENT 
TERMINALS IN DIVISION VI 

TERrJIINALS 

Security Office 
Post 2 

Totals 

TIER 

24 
104 

TRANSACTIONS 
ATIER INQ CHIST 

6 
115 

136 
1374 

o 
20 

20 

TOTALS 

166 
1613 

1779 

PERCENT 

J 
Percent 

[1' F' ••.. 

128 
7.2% 

121 
6.8 

1510 
84·9 1 • 1 100.0 
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TABLE 12 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN DIVISION VI 
FOR DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

(\ 

TRANSACTION 

TIER 
ATIER 
INQUIRY 
CRIST 

8am-4pm 

60 
34 

438 
20 

552 

'WORK SHIFT 
4pm-midn. 

59 
83 

1032 
0 

1174 

midn.-8am TOTALS 

9 128 
4 121 

40 1510 
O· 20 

53 1779 

PERCENT 

7.2% 
6.8 

84.9 
1.1 

m.lllf'. 
.cililJ 

Totals 
Percents 31 .0% 66.0 3.0 100.0 

L'I!I~' ~ 
C~]~d~' 

The peak hours of CIMIS use in Division VI were from 4:00 
to 10:00 p.m., when 62.1% of the tranEla'ctions were initiat-

. tl{l' 

·r:I:'1 
~] .. 

Tiering 

c:: .• 
t~~LI InI<ate Gounts 

. r-Jil .... 
I
.- Counts (lare mE,l,de in this di visi-on throughout the day, but the 

Inmates entering and leaving the division are logged on a 
ledger and on tiering sheets at the tunneL) post. The information 
is palled up to the security office, where a running li~t is kept 
throughout the day. Inm,.atesare sent up to the tiers. When they 
~re given thier Ii ving unit I#-ssignments, the wing of:f:;icers call 
the aSElignments down to the tunl1el post where the ledger and 
tiering sheets are comple.ted and .,the data are ent~red in eIMIS. 

f[ .' main count is mad.e bet'ween 4:00 and 4:30.p.m. For this count, 
' .. ··1.ll1 the security office compares the tiering sheets, which have been 
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compiled throughout the day and verified against a count of the 
inmates, with the CIMIS Report 02 prepared the previous evening. 

Discussion of CIMIS Use 

This division relies primarily on its extensive use of the 
ledgers and tiering sheets maintained at the tunnel post and on 
the wings. CIMIS is kept reasonably up to date, but it is a 
backup system, and the Report 02, from the CIMIS Office, is used 
more than the on-line system. 

Division VII: Work Release 

Division VII houses all the male and female work release 
inmates. The capacity of the division is divided between active 
inmates and those who pass in and out of CCDOC on a daily or 
weekly basis. The combined total capacity is between 750 and 
800. In addition, there is a large group of inmates who are 
officially serving work release terms, but are absent without 
leave (AWOL). The division is in a separate, old building with 
dormitory living arrangements. The division has its own Records 
Office and can do its own booking. There is one CIMIS terminal 
in Division VII. 

Table 13 below illustrates the use of CIMIS in Division VII. 

TABLE 13 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED FOR DIFFERENT 
WORK SHIFTS IN DIVISION VII 

WORK SHIFT 
TRANSACTION 8am-4pm 4pm-midn. midn.-8am TOTALS 

ATIER ,'Y 1 0 0 1 
INQUIRY 4 0 1 5 DISCHARGE 17 0 0 17 

Totals 22 0 1 23 Percent 95·7% 0.0 4·3 

PERCENT 

4·3% 
21.7 
73·9 

100.0 

The peak hours of CIMIS use in Division VIr were from 9:00 
a.m. to 10:00 a.m., when 78.% of the transactions were initiat
ed. 

• 
(~ 
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'f ) 1~, n=- " Discussion of cnus Use 

. U ] CIMIS is not used very much in Division VII. Division VII 
~[ is not responsible for sending inmates to court calls, and the 
1 ,~n'-, division relies on its manual records for booking. Tiering is 

U not handled on CIMIS, due to the constantly changing population. 
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Receiving, Classification, and, Diagnostic Center (RCDe) 

The Receiving, Classification, and Diagnostic Center (ReDC) 
is located in the basement of the Division V main administration 
building. ReDC does not house inmates; it is the cent~a~ .area 
for inmate movement in an out of CCDOC, and between d1v1s1ons. 
RCDC includes two sets of temporary holding cells,'or "bullpens", 
an inmate interview area, medical examination rooms, property 
storage rooms, clothing storage rooms and offices. 

RCDC performs three main tasks: 

2. 

Receiving: RCDC admits new inmates through the "booki~g" 
process, by which CCDOC inmate records are created, 1n
mates are interviewed, given medical examinations, and 
aSSigned to housing divisions. ' 

Inmate transport: RCDC assembles and verifies the iden
tities of inmates being shipped to court appearances and 
other facilities. 

Transfers: RCDC serves as a checkpoint for inmates being 
transferred between different divisions within CCDOC. 

This section explains the receiving process in detail be
cause most CCDOC and CIMIS inmate data are captured during the 
process. It ,is one of the most crucial CCDOC and CIMIS opera
tionsbecause of the importance of identifying incoming inmates, 
maintaining security, and recording accurate CIMIS data. The 
RCDC transfer procedure is discussed briefly here, and the dis
cussion of inmate transport is reserved fcr a later section (See 
"General CIMIS Uses", pages 44 - 53 below). 

ReDC has seven CIMIS terminals; four are located in the re
ceiving line where inmates are interviewed and data are collected 
and entered into the computer. One is located at the tunnel post 
where court returnees are processed. The other two are located 
in the locker room area and in the interlock where the transpor
tation units bring the inmates. 

;i, 
'~,\' , , 
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CIMIS aids L'n the performance of ta~ks 1-3 described above 
in the following ways: 

1 • During the booking of new inmates, 
most of the background information 
mates into CIMIS, after they have 
per, using the BOOK, HIST, IDS, and 

CIMIS operators enter 
concerning the in
been recorded on pa~ 
ALIAS transactions. 

2. As inmates returning from court pass through RCDC and 
have their mittimi checked, CIMIS operators update their 
records and assign a new housing division if necessary. 
In addition, CIMIS-generated rosters are used to coordi
nate groups of inmates going out to court or to other 
locations. 

3. During the morning transfer of inmates to divisions 
within CCDOC, a CIMIS terminal is used to check the 
identities (and other information) of inmates being 
transferred. 

RCDe Receiving Process 

. .This section describes the procedures and sequence for ad~ 
mlttlng new male inmates into CCDOC. It focuses on the sources 
of CIMIS inmate data, and on the points at which they are entered 
into the CIMIS database. 

. Rec~rding CCDOC and CCDOC-CIMIS data for all male inmates 
beg~ns In RCDC where ~nma~e,records are created on paper and in 
CIMIS as,part of the dally ln~ake and classification of inmates. 
F(e~a~e. Inmates under~o a ~imilar ~o~tine in the Women's Division 

DIvIsIon III), descrIbed In the DIvIsion III section, above. 

There are three sources of CCDOC-CIMIS inmate 
data. These are: record 

1. The court docu~ent or "mittimus", charging CCDOe with 
Gustody of the Inmate and instructions for the his future 
court ~ppearances, and the arrest card filled out by the 
arrestl~g p~l~ce ~gency. These two documents contain back
ground IdentIfIcatIon data and data concerning charges 
bonds, and court appearances. ' 

2. The inm~tes! who, d~ring their interviews with CCDOC 
staff, provIde InformatIon concerning their background edu
cat~on, religion, military history, drug use family' and 
resIdences. ' , 

3· The officers provide information by assigning housin1 
units to the inmates. 0 

The CCDOC inmate receiving process is described in eight 

steps below. Chart II below illustrates the inmate receiving 
p~ocess for the men's divisions by dep~cting inmate and informa
tion flow described by the following steps. 

1. New inmates arrive from Cook County courts between 
12 o'clock, noon, and 6:00 p.m. The peak of this activity is 
around 4:00 p.m. Incoming inmates are accompanied by their ar
rest cards and mittimi. 

2. Inmates are held in the "bullpens", which are identi
fiea by the sending court branches. 

The arrest cards and mittimi are taken to the RCDC office 
where they are stamped with CCDOC inmate numbers and with the 
time and date the documents arrived in the office. The officers 
attach the mittimi and arrest cards to ccnoc identification cards 
and History Cards with the same CCDOC inmate numbers. They note 
the court data, usually the name, charge, bond amount, next court 
date, branch and judge (if the signature is legible). 

3. The inmates are stripped and searched in the bullpens. 
They are photographed and fingerprints are taken for the History 
Card and identification card, which were prepared in the RCDC 
offi ce. 

4a. Next, the inmates are taken from the bullpens. They 
turn in their valuables and enter the waiting line for their in
terviews. 

4b.-The documents reach the interview line before the in
mates are interviewed. The data from the mittimi and arrest 
cards are entered in CIMIS using the BOOK, CHARGE, ALIAS, and IDS 
transactions. The BOOK transaction must be the first transaction 
for an inmate; it assigns the inmate number, which must be the 
same as the one on the paper documents. No other transaction can 
be performed concerning an inmate or CCDOC number until a BOOK 
transaction has been completed. 

5. Inmates now enter the interview process, which has 
three component interviews. These are the background interview, 
the psychiatric interview, and the housing assignment (or "tier
ing") interview. In each of these interviews, more data are ad
ded to the History Card, to the psychiatric interviewer's report 
form, and to the tiering sheet and ledger maintained by the tier
ing officer (the officer who assigns inmates to the housing divi
srons). Each of these interviews takes only a few minutes. The 
longest is the background interview, which takes about five min
utes. Transferring the data from the cards into CIMIS requires 
about three minutes per inmate. The tiering interview: takes only 
a minute or two, with another minute or so required to attach the 
inmate's wristband and fill out the tiering sheet and ledger. 

~l 
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After the background and psychiatric interviews, inmates 
return to the waiting line. Inmates evaluated in the initial 
psychiatric interview as needing psychiatric help, or as being 
suicide risks, are immediately given secondary screening and may 
be sent directly to the RTU. 

6. The inmates are assigned to their housing divisions dur
ing the tiering interviews based on their age, bond amount, and 
special problems such as emotional instability or a history of 
escape attempts. The tiering officer makes his decision after 
consulting the History Card, and sometimes the psychiatric inter
viewer. The initial tiering decision is not recorded in CIMIS at 
this time. It is recorded on the History Card, the inmate's 
wristband, and the tiering sheets. 

7. After housing assignments have been made, 
cers enter data from the History-' Cards into CIMIS. 
are given medical examinations. The medical data are 
in CIMIS or duplicated on any other records; they are 
ty of central medical records at Cermak Hospital. 

CCDOC offi
The inmates 
not entered 
the proper-

8. Upon completion of these procedures, the inmates are 
held in bullpens until officers can escort them to their housing 
divisions. When escorted, their documents are brought upstairs 
to the Records Office, and the division assignments are entered 
into CrMIS. 
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Tiering in RCDC 

RCDC is the first stage in assigning new living units for 
three types of inmates. 

1. New inmates - RCDC assigns housing divisions to new in
mates based on bond amount, age, medical or psychologi
cal problems, and on the availability of cell space in 
each division. The availability of space is determined 
by telephone calls to each of the divisions and marked 
on a card. The division assignments are record~d.on the 
inmates' wristbands, on the tiering sheets, on the RCDC 
ledgers, and on the History Cards, and in CIMIS. 

2. Court returns - Inmates return from court through RCDC 
Monday through Saturday. Monday through Friday, the 
staff at the bridge (See the discussion of Bridge opera
tions below, pages 50 - 53) and the staff at the RCDC 
tunnel post check the mittimi of the returning inmates 
for changes in bond amount, charge, and sentence. If 
there is a change that warrants moving an inmate to an
other division, RCDC will record the change on their 
tiering sheets and ledger and send the inmate to the new 
assignment. . 

3· Transfers between divisions - Inmates being transferred 
directly between divisions are usually routed through 
RCDC. The sending division tiers the inmate into RCDC 
gfid RCDC holds the inmate for th0 new division. 

i; 
The ~otal number of transactions initiated in RCDC during 

the sampllng was 3,417. Tables 14 - 16 below illustrate the dis
tribution of transactions across various terminals, times,· and 
days. 

TRANS
ACTION 

TIER 
ATIER 
INQ 
BOOK 
ALIAS 
CHARGE 
LOCKER 
HISTORY 
CHGNME 
IDS 
DISCH 
CHIST 

Totals 
Percent 

TABLE 14 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE DIFFERENT 
TERMINALS IN RCDC 

TERMINALS 

Interview Line 
RCDC1 RCDC2 RCDC3 RCDC4 TRANS. LOCKER TUNNEL TOTAL PCT. 

o 
14 
81 

693 
71 

120 
o 

19 
5 

451 
. N .A. 

o 

1454 
42.6% 

4 
112 

22 
1 

14 
11 

1 
270 

0 
0 

N.A. 
0 

435 
12·7 

0 
1 
8 
3 
4 

14 
0 

112 
0 
0 

N.A. 
0 

142 
4.2 

1 2 
13 6 
23 106 

2 55 
27 6 

4 71 
0 0 

285 39 
0 1 
0 37 

N'.A. 27 
0 0 

355 350 
10·4 10.2 

4 3 14 .4% 
i 233 380 11 • 1 
4 301 545 15·9 
5 8 767 22.4 
0 1 123 3.6 
3 39 262 7.7 

12 28 41 1 .2 
4 13 742 21 .7 
0 1 123 7·7 
0 1 489 14.3 

N.A. 1 28 .8 
19 0 19 .6 

52 629 3417 
1.5 18.4 100.0 
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1 5 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN RCDC 
FOR DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS ", 

WORK SHIFT 
TRANSACTION 10am-6pm 6pm-2am 2am-10am TOTALS

Oc 
PERCENT 

BOOK 657 96 14 767 4.2% 
ALIAS 99 24 0 123 3·6 TIER r 3 5 6 14 ·4 INQUIRY {183 66 296 , 545 15·9 CHARGE ' 156 51 55 262 7·7 LOCKER 32 9 v 0 41 1.2 
HISTORY 485 255 2 742 21 .7 
DISCHARGE 17 1 10 28 .8 
CHIST 2 0 17 19 .6 
CHGNAME 6 1 0 7 .2 
IDS 455 32 2 489. 14·3 ATIER 58 135 187 380 11.1 

Totals 2153 675 589 3417 
Percent 63.0% 19.8 17.2 100.00 

TABLE 16 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED DURING DIFFERENT 
DAYS AND WORK SHIFTS IN RCDC 

WORK DAY OF WEEK 
SHIFT WED* THUR FRI SAT SUN MON TUES TOTAL PCT. 
10a.m. to 
6p.m. 0 474 353 162 367 406 391 2153 63.0 6p.m. to '" 
2a.m. 22 68 138 93 79 213 62 675 19.8 2a.m. to 
10a.m. 0 88 91 0 6 186 218 589 17.~ 

Total 22 630 582 255 452 805 671 3417 Percent 0.6% 18.4 17·0 7.5 13·2 23·6 19.6 100.0 

*Data for Wednesday are incomplete because the 7-day sampling period for these data did not include the full 24 hours on that day. 

The peak hours of CIMIS use in RCDC were from 9:00 a.m. to 
10:00 a.m. (10.1%), and from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., when 49.5% 
of the transactions were initiated. , 
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BOOK, HISTORY, and IDS account for almost 60% of all P.CDC 
transactions. ' These are the most used ~ransactions during the 
receiving proces~. 

, ATIER is also used to a significant degr~~ (11.1% of all 
RCDC transactions). RCDC officers use :ATIERto reassign division 
locations during the morning tra~sfer of inmates to different 
diviSions. 

The 
accounts 
in RCDC. 
CIMIS. 
HISTORY, 

first CIMIS terminal in the RCDC interview line (RCDG1) 
f·or more than 40% of all <of the transactions initiated 

, This terminal is used most to "book" new inmates, into 
Each booking can require up to four transactions--BOOK, 

IDS, and ALIAS. 

Discussion of CIMIS Use In RCDC 

RCDC makes consistent use of CIMIS, as a means of capturing 
inmate data upon arrival at CCDOC and during inmate transfers, 
and as a source of paper reports to help coordinate inmate move
ment out of and back to the institution. 

There is a significant difference between 'the use 
d.uring the receivin,g process in the men's and women's 
In RCDe, data entry into CIMIS immediately follOWS the 
of data on paper records in two steps: 

of CIMIS 
divisions. 
recording 

1. The courts data are copied onto manual records and then 
into CIMIS. 

2. 'In~ate background data are recorded on the history card 
and then copied into CIMIS. 

In the women's division, all courts and background data are re
corded on paper before being entered into CIMIS (See the discus
sion of operations in the women's division above, pages 16 
21). 

Records Office 

The records office is,located in the main administration 
building and is officially a part of DiviSion V. It contains 
acti ve CO'DOC paper records, including mi ttimi. 

The records office is the central source of -inmate infor
mation in CCDOC (for male,. inmates) and nas several functions. 

Preparing t,he schedules for inmates who have court ap
pearances and other appointments. 
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2. Upda~ting the inmate recprds based on court actions. 
(i 

3· Preparing the schedules and rosters for j,nmates who are 
being transported to IDOC at Joliet. 

, . 
4. Answering requests for information concerning inmates by -

telephone. 

5· Discharging inmate records for those leaving CCDOC. 

" The records office does not make headcounts or have any; 
tiering responsi bili ties. Its functions are, cHl related to rec
ords maintenance and scheduling. 

This section explains tasks 2, 4, and 5 listed above. 
Scheduling operations are explained in a separate section of this 
paper (See "General CIMIS Uses" below, pages 44 - 53). 

The records office has six terminals. The use of these ter
minals by Records Office staff is explained below. 

Updating I~mate Records 

. The Records Office handles the bulk of the updating of male 
lnmate records. Each day, after male inmates return from court 
appearances, they are processed in RCDC and sent back to their 
living units, or to new living units. Meanwhile, their mittimi 
are taken to the Records Office. 

- Officers on the 4:00 p.m. to midnight shift read the mittimi 
of th~ court returnees and note changes in court information onto 
the Hlstory Cards. After the History C~rds are brought up to· 
date, t~e data are copied into CIMIS, using the appropriate 
transactlon, usually CHARGE. 

During a one-week period during whichCIMIS transactions 
were recorded for analysis (See "Methodology" and "Limitations to 
~e~hodOlo?y", pag~s. 4. - 7 abovE~), the CHARGE transaction was in
ltlated ln the Dlvlslon V recor~s office 3,?86 times, accounting 
fo~ 58.7%.of all the Records Offlce transactlons during the sam
pllng perlod. 

Discharging Inmate Records 

The Records Office is also responsible for discharging in
mates an~ deleting their records when they leave CCDOC. Inmates 
l~ave CCDu~ w~en ~hey. pay bo~d, . ar~" sentenced or shipped to IDOC 
or another lnstltutlon 0: Jurlsd1cti?n, or.when they complete a 
sen~e~ce ail:. CCDOC. In eaen case, the lnmate' s identity must be 
verlfled US1~~g paper records, especially the CCDOC identification 
card conta r1ng the inmate's photograph and· fingerprints. In 
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addition, the History Card or mittimus is used to confirm the 
CIMIS record of bond amount .. when an inmate is paying bond. When 
a male inmate leaves CdDOC, the Records Office staff initiates a 
DISCHARGE':?transaction for the inmate, and the comput~r record is 
removed from the database that evening. Once an inmate is dis
charg~d, the records are removea and the same CCDOC number is 
never used again. Should an individual return to CCDOC custody, 
the receiving process begins anew. Old CIMIS records are stored 
on archive tapes; paper records are stored chronologically by the 
Old Records department. 

Information Requests 

Requests for information concerning inmates are telephoned 
to the Records Office all during the day and evening. The Office 
will respond to these requests on any subject except' the inmate 
living· unit and release date. The INQUIRY transaction is almost 
always used for this activity if CIMIS is consulted, but many of 
the questions are answered using the copies of Report 01, the 
alphabetical inmate roster. 

CIMIS Use in the Records Office 

The total number of tr,ansactions initiated in the Records 
Office during the sampling period was 6,109. Tables 17 - 19 be
low describe CIMIS use in the Records Office for different termi
nals, days, and work shifts. 
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TABLE 17 TABLE 18 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE DIFFERENT 
TERMINALS IN THE RECORDS OFFICE 

NUMBER OF TRANSACIONS INITIATED IN THE RECORDS OFFICE 
FOR DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

TRANS- TERfHNAL 
ACTION Rec .1 Rec.2 Rec·3 Rec·4 Rec·5 Rec.6 TOTAL PCT. 

TRANS- WORK SHIFT 
ACTION 8am-4pm 4pm-midn. midn.-8am TOTALS PERCENT 

TIER 0 0 1 4 0 0 5 " .1 % ATIER 0 0 3 5 0 0 8 · 1 INQ 116 122 108 437 320 1 51 1254 20·5 BOOK 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 • 1 ALIAS 0 13 4 7 0 1 25 ·4 CHARGE 632 184 734 989 747 300 3586 58.7 HIST 8 40 5 16 24 3 96 1.6 DISCH 0 1 190 686 36 4 917 15.0 OUTDATE 1 0 2 24 10 1 38 .6 CHIST 0 4 0 3 2 0 9 · 1 CHGNME 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 .0 IDS 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 .0 CLINIC 12 0 0 14 31 6 63 -l.0 ORDERS 34 0 1 37 17 11 100 1.6 

TIER 0 5 0 5 .1% 
ATIER 1 7 0 8 • 1 INQUIRY 718 438 98 1254 20·5 
BOOK 2 1 1 4 • 1 ALIAS 15 10 0 25 ·4 
CHARGE 1103 231'3 110 3586 58.7 
HISTORY 89 7 0 96 1.6 
DISCHARGE 128 222 567 917 15.0 
OUTDATE 37 1 0 38 .6 
CHIST 9 0 0 9 • 1 CHGNME 0 3 0 3 .0 
IDS 1 0 0 1 .0 
CLINIC 53 7 3 63 1 .0 
ORDERS 69 28 3 100 1.6 

Totals 803 364 1048 2227 1190 477 6109 Percent 13·1 % 6.0 17.2 36·5 19·5 7.8 100.0 
Totals 2225 3102 782 6109 
Percent 36.4% 50.8 12.8 100.0 

The peak hours of CIMIS use in the Records Office were from 
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., when 22.1% of the transactions were ini-
tiated. 

c) 

() 
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TABLE 19 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED DURING DIFFERENT WORK 
SHIFTS AND DAYS OF THE WEEK IN T~E RECORDS OFFICE 

WORK DAY OF WEEK 
SHIFT Wed.* Thu. Fri- Sat. Sun. Mon. Tue. TOTALS 

8am"74pm 0 541 533 0 69 576 506 2225 

4pm-midn. 117 476 315 139 183 1057 815 3102 

midn.-8am 0 195 146 0 65 111 259 776 

Totals 117 1212 994 139 317 1744 1580 6103 

PCT. 

36.5% 

50.8 

12·7 

Percent 1 .9% 19.9 16·3 2·3 5.2 28.6 25·9 100.0 

*Data for Wednesday are incomplete 
period did not include the full 24 

The tables show that INQUIRY, 
almost 95% of the transactions. 
questions, to update records after 
mates respectively. 

because the 7-day sampling 
hours on that day. 

CHARGE, and DISCHARGE make up 
These three are used to answer 
court, and to discharge in-

Discussion Of CIMIS Use In The Records Office 

The records office is a very heavy user of CrMIS. The sys
tem saves them a great deal of time and produces very few errors. 
Despite this, current procedures ensure that data are entered in 
CIMIS only after they are copied on manual records. 

Cermak Hospital 

ge~m~k Hospital is located within, and is officially part 
of, D~v~s~on II. Cermak has the capacity to hold 45 inmates. It 
hol~s male and ~e~ale inma~e~ who ~r~ very old or who require 
med~cal superv~slon. I1i 1S adm1nlstratively and operationally 
separate from the RTU. . 

Cermak has two CIMIS terminals. One is located in the Med
ical Records Office in the basement, and the other one is located 
on the first floor, in the front desk area. 

. The total number of transactions initiated in Cermak Hosp-
1tal during the sampling period was 1,334. The tables below de
scribe the distribution of these transactions. 

,r 

TABLE 20 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE DIFFERENT 
TERMINALS IN CERMAK HOSPITAL 

TRANSACTION 
INQUIRY MEDIC TOTALS PERCENT 

126 0 .126 9.4% 
1207 1 1208 90.6 

1333 1 1334 
99.9% . 1 100.0 

TABLE 21 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN CERMAK HOSPITAL 
DURING DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

TRANS- WORK SHIFT 
ACTION 8am-4pm 4pm-midn. midn.-8am TOTALS PERCENT 
INQUIRY 964 59 310 1333 99.9% 
MEDIC 1 0 0 1 . 1 

Totals 965 59 310 1334 
l'ercent 72.3% 4·4 23·2 100.0 

The peak hours of CIMIS use in Cermak Hospital were from 
7:00 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m., when 65.4% of the transactions were ini~ 
tiated, and from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (12.3%). 

The tables show that CIMIS is used almost exclusiveley to 
inquire about inmates, usually to find their location in ordar to 
provide medication. It is Significant to note that although the 
INQUIRY transaction contains medical warning data entered via the 
MEDIC transaction, MEDIC was used only twice (on all CCDOC termi
nals) during the sampling period (See Table 28, page 54). 

Tiering and count are not performed on the Cermak termin
als. They 'are performed through the Division II staging area, 
and with manual tiering sheets, kept in the Hospital and sent 
to the Division II office for confirmation with CIMIS. 

In short, CIMIS is used only for 
serves no medical records function. 

inquiries in Cermak; it 
G .. 
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Human Services 

The Human Services Office is located in Division V~ in the 
first floor office area. It is staffed by approximately twenty 
social service caseworkers and an administrative team. It pro
vides services to all divisions except Division VII.· The aver
age caseload is about 250 i~mates per caseworker. 

Human Services has one terminal and one thermal printer. 
Human Services does not make counts or do tiering. The terminal 
is useu. to locate inmates and check background data. 

The table below shows the distribution of 
inquiries. 

TABLE 22 

CIMIS use, all 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED IN THE HUMAN SERVICES 
OFFICE DURING DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

TRANS
ACTION 

INQUIRY 

Percent 

8am-4pm 

11 3 

95·8% 

WORK SHIFT 
4pm-midn. midn.-8am 

3 

2·5 

2 

1.7 

TOTALS 

118 

PERCENT 

100.0 

The peak hours of CIMIS use in Human S,ervics were from 8:00 
a.m. to 1:00 p.m., when 76.3% of the transactions were initiat
ed~ 

Human Services uses CIMIS to a minimal degree. Nonetheless 
discussions with the director indicate that all personnel receiv~ 
training and that CIMIS is considered useful in teaching the 
staff about jail operations. In acldi tion, it is considered to be 
a great work saver for the operations it supports: locating in
mates and providing background information to caseworkers. 

General CI~IS Uses 

In addition to the inmate management tasks described for 
each CCDOC division above, there are two tasks that need to be 
discussed in a more general context: 

1) Updating Inmate Data; a task that can be performed inde
pendently in most CCDOC divisions; and 

2) Scheduling Inmate Movement; a task that requires cooper
ation between different divisions. 

This section describes and analyzes these two tasks in a format 
similar to the separate division discussions above. 

Updating Inmate Data 

Only four terminals in CCDOC outside of the records and rec
eiving offices are allowed to use the CHARGE transaction. These 
are: 

1. The terminal at the control point between the criminal 
courts and CCDOC. This is the "Bridge" terminal. The 
Bridge is a crucial location in inmate movement. 

2. The Work Release Terminal. The Work Release division 
only has one terminal. 

3. The front lobby terminal in the central administration 
building. This is officially a Records Office terminal 
and is used for discharging inmates, as well as for an
swering inquiries. 

4. The security office in Division VI. 

With the exception of the ~our terminals above, use of the 
CHARGE transaction is. restricted to Records and to Receiving. 
The four terminals above initiated 784 CHARGE transactions during 
the sampling period. 

Bridge .............................. 644 

Front Lobby, Division V ............ 140 

Observations show that most of these transactions are inqulrles, 
not changes. Charge data are almost never updated anywhere but 
the Records Offices. 

Inmate record updating using the SPECIAL, CLINIC, ALIAS, 
CHANGENAME, and NEWNUMBER transactions are rare. Table 23 below 
shows the frequencies of these transactions by terminal. 

.1,' 
A' . ~ l • 
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TABLE 23 

NUMBER OF RECORDS UPDATE TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON 
DIFFERENT CCDOC TERMINALS 

TERMINAL 

Bridge 
Receiving 

Offices 
Records 

Offices· 
Work 

Release 

Total 
Percent 

TRANSACTION 
SPECIAL CLINIC ALIAS CHG·NAME NEWNUMB 

29 

112 

141 
32.4% 

66 

66 
15·2 

7 

147 

27 

181 
41 .6 

8 

3 

11 
2·5 

36 

36 
8·3 

TOTAL PCT. 

36 8.3% 

155 35.6 

208 47.8 

36 8U3 

435 
100.0 

Table 23 shows that most (83.4%) of these transactions are 
initiated in the Records or Receiving offices. 

Discussion of Updating Inmate Records 

Two points should b~ made from the material presented above: 

1. Most updating occurs in the Records Offices and most 
updating concerns data from the courts. 

2. Information is almost always updated 
it is entered irito CIMIS. The time 
practice is constant. 

Scheduling Inmate Movement 

on paper before 
lag varies; the 

There are three components to managing inmate schedules and 
movement. 

1. Obtaining the schedule data. These arrive on, and are 
extracted from, manual records. 

2. Recording and organizing the data~ 

3· Preparation and timely distribution of the data for the 
officers who will use it. This represents a full cycle 
of information management; from paper through CIMIS and 
back onto paper for final use. 

t- ",~ 
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The management of inmate schedules and movement is one of the 
most complex tasks a.t CCDOC. It is the most important task after 
security, and it requires coordination of activities between Re
ceiving, Records, Transportation~ CIMIS Office, the housing divi
sions, and the Bridge location. The Division V Central Records 
Office is responsible for schedules for male (non-Work Release) 
inma.tes. The female (non-Work Release) schedules are the respon-
sibility of the Division III records office. . 

This section describes how these three activities are car~ 
ried out, by explaining the procedures for each one, in sequence. 
The explanation includes the manual records and the use of CIMIS. 
For purposes of illustration, as we~l as because it is the most 
important routine, the explanation concentrates on the daily 
court call procedure for male inmates. This involves far more 
inmates than all other s'cheduled acti vi ties combined. The other 
scheduled activities supported by CIMIS, but not covered in this 
section are: 

- Ship~ent of inmates to IDOC, a weekly event; and 

medical appointments. 

Obtaining Schedule Data 

Most schedule data come from the courts and refer to trial 
appearances or special treatments ordered for inmates. The data 
are written on the mittimi by the clerks in the courtrooms and 
accompany the inmates back to CCDOC in that form. The data reen
ter the CCDOC scheduling process in RCDC. All male inmates, new 
or returning, are processed through RCDC as they come back to 
CCDOC from court. Each inmate is accompanied by the mittimus 
which contains data concerning bond amount, charges, sentences 
and the dates, locations, and authority fot future appearances at 
court or at other facilities. If the inmate is new, these data 
are entered on the History Card during the intake process. At 
the same time, the data are entered into CIMIS using BOOK, HIS
TORY, ALIAS, and ID's transactions. If the inmate is returning 
to CCDOC custody, the mittimus is examined for changes that might 
affect the inmate's housing location; these are noted on manual 
ledgers, and the inmate is reassigned. Meanwhile, the mittimi 
accumulate and are taken to the Records Office. The History 
Cards hf these inmates are already on file, and the History Cards 
of the new inmates will be on file in time to be processed that 
evening. 

Recording and Organizing Schedule Data 

Schedule data for new inmates are recorded during the in
take process in RCDC using the BOOK transaction. Recording data 
for returning inmates consists of updating the History Cards and 
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the CIMIS records (relying primarily on the CHARGE transaction). 
If an inmate has a new court date, or other scheduled event, it 
is recorded using one of the CIMIS transactions for this purpose. 
These are SPECIAL (or ORDERS), CLINIC,and CCSCH (used to priori
tize multiple events scheduled for the same date). The use of 
the CCSCH transaction is illustrated below. Table 23 above il
lustrates the use of the SPECIAL and CLINIC transactions. 

TABLE 24 

NUMBER OF CCSCH TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON DIFFERENT 
CCDOC TERMINALS FOR DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS 

WORK SHIFT 
TERMINAL 8am-4pm 4pm-mid. mid.-8am TOTALS PCT. 

Records 
Office 1 34 0 35 56.5% Bridge 24 3 0 27 43·5 

Total 25 37 0 62 
Percent 40.3% .0 100.0 

The process of recording the schedule information is de
scribed in greater detail in the sections of this report which 
explain the records update procedures, intake of new inmates 7 
and other general administrative procedures. 

Preparing and Distributing Schedule Information 

Data used to prepare schedules come from the data entry and 
updating procedures described above. The schedule data are 
printed by the CIMIS office; they are distributed by the central 
records office in the form of court passes and as computer print
outs of schedule rosters. Data.,in these documents are drawn from 
data that CIMIS prepares through the use of routines initiated by 
the PRECOURTCALL (PRECC) and COURTCALL transactions. The use of 
the two court schedule transactions is the key to scheduling in
mate movement at CCDOC, and to producing the documents that make 
inmate movement possible and accurate. 

Table 25 shows the pattern of use for the PRECC and COURT
CALL transactions. 

WORK SHIFT 
8am-4pm 4pm-mid. mid.-8am TOTALS PCT. 

PRECC 5 17 0 22 52.4% 
CRTCALL 0 5 0 5 11.9 

PRECC 0 10 0 10 23·8 
CRTCALL 0 5 o· 5 11.9 

5 37 0 42 
11 .9% 88.1 . O.Q) 100.0 

The actual preparation of court schedules begins with the 
first PRECC transaction in the Records Office. PRECC provide~ a 
preliminary list of the inmates gOlng to court the followlng 
morning which courts they will appear in, the times they must be 
in court, and where they are housed in CCDOC. The purpo~e~ of 
PRECC is~ to discover and resolve conflicts and errors 1n the 
scheduling of events so that an accurate and complete COURTCALL 
can be executed. 'As the tables show, PRECC is run earlier and 
more often than COURTCALL. PRECC generates a printed ~ist. fr~m 
the thermal printers in the Records Offices. Th1S IlSt 1S 
checked against the mittimi that have been assembled. for ~he next 
morning's court appearances. The COURTCALL transact10n 1S exe
cuted as soon as an errorless PRECC is run. As soon as the 
COURTCALL is executed, the thermal printer is u~ed to make a copy 
of it which is given to the Transportation Off1ce. The Records 
Offic~s call the CIMIS Office, which then prints the court pas
ses and the rosters. These rosters are referred to as "drop
sheets". 

Two basic types of dropsheets are used. Both types are 
de from the same sources in the CIMIS database; the difference 

ma t h· ·t in the two is that one is organized according 0 ous1ng un1 s 
and one is by inmates. The dropsheets with data organized by 
living unit are used by the divisions to locate,and assembl~ the 
inmates going to court (Report 06; See Append1x C for coples,of 
CODOO-CIMIS reports). The inmate rosters are used by the rece1V
ing room personnel and by officers in the .t~nnel! who transfer 
the inmates to the officers who work as ba1l1fts 1n the courts. 

After the OIMIS office prints the court passes and drop
sheets, they are picked up by Records officers. When the hous~ng 
divisions are ready to begin assembling the day's court call 1n
mates, they each send an officer to pick up the dropsheets, mit
timi, and court passes at the Records Offices. Next, they as-
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semble all the inmates with court appearances in the receiving 
rooms. 

The rece1v1ng room officers use the dropsheets to sort the 
inmates by destination and then to assemble them in the bullpens, 
by destination, to await transportation. The" Transportation of
ficers use the roster printed from the COURTCALL transaction run 
the previous evening. Inmates appearing in suburban courts are 
shipped directly to those courts from the receiving rooms. Male 
inmates appearing in the criminal courts at 26th and California 
are brought to those courts from RCDC by way of the tunnels under 
CCDOC. These inmates become the responsibility of the officers 
at the tunnel checkpoint, refe,:r.red to as the "bridge", between 
CCDOC and che courts. Female inmates appearing at 26th and Cali
fornia are transported from door-to-door outside, not through 
CCDOC tunnels. 

Discussion of CIMIS Use for Scheduling Inmate Movement 

The CCDOC staff relies exclusively on CIMIS for scheduling 
inmate movement for courtcall and shipment to IDOC. Though data 
are copied into CIMIS after they are noted on manual records, the 
schedules, dropsheets and courtpasses are printed by CIMIS and 
are accurate, complete, and timely. In addition, the CIMIS 
courtcall procedure is much faster than manual procedures (which 
exist as a back-up). It requires fewer man-hours, and it 
produces dropsheets and rosters in several useful formats. In 
short, the CIMIS COURTCALL procedure is an extremely valuable 
procedure for all CCDOC staff responsible for inmate movement to 
and from court appearances. 

Bridge Operations 

The male inmates for the criminal courts at 26th and Cali
fornia, are taken to the courts building grouped according to the 
courtroom they will appear in. It is the responsibility of the 
officers on duty at the ~ridge to see that all the inmates are 
delivered to the bailiffs with correct identification, and for 
the proper courtroom. 

Operations at the Bridge begin prior to the arriv~l of the 
inmates. CCDOC officers prepare a handwritten courtcall card, 
referred to as the "bridge card", for each inmate on the court 
dropsheet. These cards., are arranged in pigeonholes according to 
courtroom or presiding judge. The captain on duty uses a thermal 
printer copy of the PRECC list (Report 03) and the court drop
sheet (Report 09; See Appendix C) to doublecheck and confirm the 
morning's court call roster and the bridge cards. Soon after 
these p,;reparations are underway, an officer arrives from ReDC 
with mittimi. This officer and one of the Bridge officers com
pare +~e dropsheet, the PRECC list, and the mittimi for errors 

r 

and schedule conflicts. Soon after the mittimi are delivered, 
more officers arrive for the Bridge detail and continue checking 
all the documents for problems. During this time, th~ bailiffs, 
(sheriff's deputies responsible to the courts), arr1ve from the 
court side of the tunnel. 

When"the bailiffs arrive, they initiate two procedures. One 
group of officers erects a temporary barricade and desk a?ross 
two thirds of the hall. This is in preparation to sea:cn and 
receive the inmates in order to take them to the lockups 1n the 
courts. At the same time, the head of the ~ailiffs goes t~ ~he 
Bridge and begins his own check of the ~osters. The head ~a1l1ff 
makes a checklist of inmates, arranged by courtroom, Wh1Ch he 
then compares with the CCDOC-CIMIS dropsheet and.w~th a dropsheet 
printed by the court system computer. In add1t1on, wher; the 
inmates are called to the barricade, they are called accord1ng to 
which court they will· appear in. At this time, an officer at the 
barricade desk makes a checklist which must tally with the CCDOC
CIMIS lists and the court-computer dropsheet. 0r;ly when ~he 
sheets all agree will the bailiffs sign for rece1pt of the 1n
mates. 

It is during the period after the court call cards are 
printed, but before the trans~er of inmates is fully underway, 
that CIMIS and the CIMIS printouts get the most use. .During 
this time, inmates who are confused, who have comp~a1nts or 
questions, or who have lost their court pa~ses or the1r CCDOC 
identification wristbands, come to the Br1dge desk. CIMIS INQ
UIRY transactions are used a great deal at this time. In a~
dition there may be last minute alterations in schedules or in 
the ro~ters, as well as additions and corrections to be made. 
Despite this, few new court cards are needed, and very few of 
those already printed have to be destroyed. Tables?6 and 27 be
low illustrate CIMIS use by the Bridge terminal dur1ng the two 
sampling periods (See Methodology, page 6). 
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TABLE 26 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE BRIDGE TERMINAL 
TO ACCESS AND UPDATE PRISONER RECORDS 

NUMBER OF 
TRANSACTION TRANSACTIONS PERCENT 

ALIAS 7 0.8% 
INQUIRY 191 21 .8 
CHARGE 642 73·2 
IDS 8 0;9 
SPECIAL 29 3·3 

Total 877 100.0 

~. 

TABLE 27 

NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON THE BRIDGE TERMINAL 
TO SCHEDULE PRISONER MOVEMENT 

TRANSACTION 

CCSCH 
PREQC 

Total 

NUMBER OF 
TRANSACTIONS 

27 
12 

39 

PERCENT 

69.2% 
30.8 

100.0 

The peak hours of CIMIS at the Bridge were from 9:00 a.m. 
to 11 :00 a.m., when 27% of the transactions were initiated, and 
from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. (24.2%). 

The important point is the number of separate records being 
used by both the CCDOC and the courts staffs and the multiple 
sources of these records, namely: CCDOC-CIMIS, the court compu
ter, the physical presence of each in~ate, the inmate wristbands, 
the courtpass of each inmate, the tally sheets compiled on the 
spot during' the process, and the mittimi. All of these must be 
brought into exact agreement for the transfer of the inmates to 
proceed and for the inmates to reach their scheduled destina~ 
tions. 

Once the rosters are confirmed and matched, the transfer of 
inmates takes place. The recordkeeping contihues through this 
operation to ensure that all the inmates are tallied and trans
ferred, not just correctly listed on the dropsheets. The inmates 
are called up from the hall by courtroom or judge. They approach 

tj . -I 

,::1.1 
the barricade in small groups and are frisked. Most of the in
mates carry their belongings in case court action results in 
thier release or new CCDOC living unit assignments. The belong
ings are. examined while the inmates are being frisked. Once the 
inmates and their possessions have been checked, they pass 
through the barricade and are handcuffed together by twos and 
escorted in groups to the courts. L[~ 

!ll.~.-.;;::.-.•.. :(.J_ 'J"":;' Overview of CIMIS Use at CCDOC t. h 11 f 
. This section provides a general perspec lve on ow a 0 

the different CCDOC divisions discussed above use CIMIS. It sup
plements the separate division descriptions presented above by 

·:::::r.. providing a picture of CIMIS use across divisions, rather than 
Jl . within each division. The section is composed of two parts. The JC. ']: fi rst describes how often CIMIS is used to create, access, and 

j : update inmate records, and how much time el~pses, betwe~n CIMIS 
·::;r· " transactions initiated for these purposes. ThlS dlScusslon re-

il'.i .. ·-~ i }' •. ' lies on the sample of CIMIS transactions collected during one 
L week in March of 1981 (See "Methodology", pages 5 - 6). The sec
'~r ond part of this section describes the use of CHnS by all CC~OC 

divisions for other administrative purposes, such as schedullng 
r.·.···:: ;'· ... I.~, inmate movement, or countin:g inmates. This discussion relies on Lr the sample of CIMIS transactions collected during one, week in 
'- July of 1981 (See "Methodology", pages 5 - 6). 
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Creating, Accessing, and Updating CIMIS Inmate Records 

The majority of transactions initiated on CIMIS serve the 
purposes of creating, updating, or accessing inmates' computer
izeA records. All of the CIMIS terminals in each CCDOC division 
have the" capacity' 'to access inmate records, and most are able to 
update them. A few terminals are able -to create inmate records 
using BOOK. During the sampling pe~iod in March, 22~915 trans~c
tions were initiated in CCDOC to create, access, and update In
mate records. Tables 28 and 29 below describe the distribution 
of CIMIS use fd~ CCDOC divisions and work shifts. 
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TRANSACT roN 

BOOK 

INQUIRY 

TIER 

ATIER 

MEDIC 

CHIST 

CHARGE 

HIST 

ALIAS 

IDS 

OUTDATE 

ClIANGENAr1E 

LOCKER 

CLINIC 

SPECIAL 

DISCHARG.E 

UEWNmlBER 

Total 
Percent 

I 

NA * 
183 

140 

50 

o 
o 

NA 

NA 

!fA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

o 
NA 

NA 

o 
o 

II 

NA 

2511 

III 

89 

184 I 

1619 100 

790 2 

o o 
o 0 

NA 170 

NA 75 

o 

o 

/fA 

NA 

13 

4 

2 

o .NA 

NA 3 

UA 14 

NA 112 

o 0 

• 

TABLE 28 

NUMBER OF CIMIS TRANSACTIONS INITIATED 
IN THE DIFFERENT CCDOC DIVISIONS 

IV 

UA 

451 

o 

388 

1 

7 

NA 

NA 

o 
NA 

NA 

NA 

o 
NA 

If A 

tfA 

o 

V 

NA 

731 

640 

222 

o 
o 

140 

NA 

NA 

NA 

UA 

NA 

o 
NA 

NA 

469 

o 

DIVISION 

WORK 
VI RELEASE RECORDS 

NA 

1513 

128 

121 

o 
20 

o 

o 
o 

NA 

NA 

NA 

o 
NA 

NA 

NA 

o 

o 
11 

o 

30 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

lfA 

NA 

19 

o 

1234 

5 

8 

o 

9 

3569 

96 

25 

37 

3 

o 
63 

98 

914 

0, 

RCDe 

765 

536 

14 

374 

o 

19 

257 

870 

136 

488 

o 

7 

41 

o 
o 

20 

o 

HUMAN CERMAK 
SERVo IIOSP. 

NA 

117 

NA 

NA 

o 
trA 

NA 

tfA 

tfA 

tfA 

NA 

tfA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

llA 

NA 

1316 

o 
o 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA' 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 
373 4920 779847 2202 1782 96 6066 • 3535 117 1317 

1.6_ 21·5 3·4 '·7 9·6 7.8 0·4 26.5 15.4 0.5 5.7 

-'--'-"-- --- .~-

BRIDGE TOT. PCT. 

NA 

193 

o 
o 

NA 

o 

644 

7 

8 

NA 

o 

o 
o 

29 

NA 

o 

858 3.7% 

8090 39.2 

2646 11.5 

1985 8.7 

2 0.0 

55 0.2 

4780 20.1 

1041 4.5 

181 0.8 

~01 2.2 

39 0.2 

11 0.0 

41 0.2 

66 0.3 

141 0.6 

1542 6.7 

36 0.1 

881 22915 
,.8 100.0 

*NA = Terminals in this division do not have the capability to initiate this transaction. 
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TABLE 29 

NUMBER OF CIMIS TRANSACTIONS INITIATED AT CCDOC 
DURING DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS* 

WORK 
SHIFT 

8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
4 p.m. to midnight 
midnight to 8 a.m. 

Subtotal 

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
6 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
2 a.ro. to 10 a.m. 

SUbtotal 

TotaJ. 

NUMBER OF 
TRANSACTIONS 

8810 
8241 
2482 

(19533) 

2145 
661 
574 

(3380) 

22913 

*The men's Receiving Room at CCDOC works 
hours than do the other divisions. For 
Receiving Room work shift (10 a.m. to 6 
presented separately from the regular 
hours. 

PERCENT 

38.4% 
36.0 
10.8 

(85.2) 

9·4 
2·9 
2·5 

(14.8) 

100.0 

different shift 
this reason~ the 
p.m., etc.) is 

CCDOC work shift 

The peak hours of CIMIS 
tweEm 9 11 a.m. (15.2% 
(17.7% of all transactions;) 
record-related transactions. 

use throughout CeDOC occurred be
of all transactions), and 4 - 6 p.m. 

a combined 32.9% of all inmate 

Division II, RCDC, and the Records Office for the men's 
divisions are the heaviest CIMIS users, accounting for 63.4% of 
all transactions initiated during the March sampling period . 
Divisions V and VI, and Cermak Hospital, are less frequent, but 
steady, CIMIS users, accounting for 23.1% of all transactions 
initiated during the March sampling period. The transactions 
used by these divisions are: INQUIRY, TIER, CHARGE, DISCHARGE, 
BOOK, HISTORY, and IDS. 

The CCDOC divisions (nut including RCDC) use CIMIS almost 
equally between the 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. - mid
night shifts. These two shifts account for 38.5 and 35.9% re
spectively (almost 75%) of all transactions initiated during the 
March sampling period. The 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. shift in RCDC 
accounted for 63% of that division's CIMIS use. The peak hours 
of CIMIS use in ReDC are between 9:00 a.m. and 11 :00 a.m., the 
daily inmate transfer hours, and 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m., the busi
est hours in RCnC. 

.A 
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In addition to presentin~ frequencies of the various CIMIS 
transactions used to create, access, and update inmate records, 
it is important to include the time element 'in a description of 
CIMIS use. As an added dimension to the d'~scription of CIMIS 
use, this section describes the time that elapses between the 
creation of a CIMIS inmate record with a BOOK transaction and 
the initiation of other CIMIS transactions. Describing these 
"time lags" provides two valuable insights: 

2) 

To the extent that CIMIS use mirrors CCDOC operations, 
those operations are': described in more 'detail than 
frequencies of transactions provide. Observations 
at CCDOC (See Appendix A) revealed that, in most 
cases, CIMIS use reflects actual CCDOC operations. 

CIMIS operations are described in better detail. 

Table 30 below describes CIMIS use time lags. It presents, 
for each male or female inmate "booked" into CCDOC during March 
25-31, the average time, in minutes an~ hours, between the ini
tial BOOK transaction and the first occurance of each of the fol
lowing transactions: HISTORY, TIER, ATIER, INQUIRY, and DIS
CHARGE. The high and low ranges of .transaction time lags are 
also presented. 
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L,' '~rl 't. 1 T,.me TABLE 30 
• Differences from the Initiation of the 

L ~ BOOK Transaction to the Initiatior of Other 
' ransac 10ns or Hales ana Females "~I',' , T t· f 

L[I~ 
'-T 

~ 
~r~ 
~i 
Lr~ 
~]~~' 
:[IJ 
[II] 
,[-~'J'''',! 
~].? . 

~ll-~ 
,CllJ, 
[llJ 

C:~:J 
~[n J' 

Time from 
BOOK to: 

HISTORY 
TIER 

ATIER 
INQUIRY 
DISCHARGE 

HI STORY 
TIER 
ATIER 
INQUIRY. 
DISCHARGE 

Number 
of Cases 

644 
399 
439 

521 
277 

73 

73 
0 

25 

44 

at CCDOC 

MALES 

Average Average Low/Hi 
Minutes Hours Minutes 

86 1:24 0/1460 
545 9:6 1/5999 
674 11:12 1/6978 

1559 26:0 0/7880 
13312 221:54 897/35067 

FEMALES 

6 1/231 
12 3/257 

0 
2080 34:40 28/5464 

12277 204:36 3222/23425 

.. 
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Low/Hi 
Ho urs 

0/ 14_~ 
0/100 
0/176 
0/131 

15/584 

0/4 
0/4 

0/91 
53/390 
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On average, for male inmates, it take$ just over 
from the time that a BOOK transaction is initiated to 
HISTORY transaction, and about 9 hours to assign an 
living unit. An average of 26 hours elapses before an 
conducted, and an average of 9 days elapses before 
record is discharged. 

an hour 
conduct a 
inmate a 

INQUIRY is 
an inmate 

The average time lags for female inmates are generally 
shorter than those for males. HISTORY, TIER, and ATIER are usu
ally initiated for female inmates within an hour of booking. The 
time lag from BOOK to INQUIRY averages 34 hours, and the time 
lag to DISCHARGE averages 8-1/2 days. 

Averages can be misleading, however. The ranges presented 
in Table 30 indicate that there is much fluctuation in the time 
lag from booking to the various other transactions. For example, 
it can take anywhere from a few minutes to 14 hours to conduct a 
HISTORY transaction after a male inmate is booked. It can take 
from 15 to 584 hours (over 24 days) to discharge a male inmate 
after booking, based on the March 1981 sample of transactions. 

Other Administrative Uses of CIMIS 

In addition to creating, updating, and accessing CIMIS in
mate records, CCDOC officers use CIMIS for a variety of other 
administrative tasks. Among the most important of these are: 
scheduling inmate movement using the CCSCH, COURTCALL, PRE
COURTCALL, and PSYR transactions (See pages 42 - 46 above); and 
counting inmates using the BOOKCOUNT, CELL, WHO, and COUNT 
transactions. 

CIMIS also contains built-in user aids. The CODE transac
tion enables users to look up CIMIS data element code definitions 
on the terminal screen. The HELP transaction provides summary 
instructions on the use of CIMIS transactions. This section sum
marizes these uses of CIMIS. 

Tables 31 and 32 below describe the use of the transactions 
mentioned above by each CCDOC divisions, and by work shifts. The 
data presented are a sample of 2,896 transactions monitored dur
ing a one-week period in July, 1981 (See "Methodology, II pages 5 -
6) • 
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TABLE 31 f 

I 
NUMI3ER OF AOMINISTRATIVE TRANSACTIONS INITIATED i 

ON CCDOC TERtUNALS IN DIFFERENT DIVISIONS I 
TRANSACTION I 

l -

DIVISION CODE HELP BCNT WHO' COUNT CCSCH CCALL PRECC TOTAL PERCENT 

Division I 27 10 0 16 118 0 0 0 171 6.2 

Divi$-lon II 92 2 0 177 839 0 0 0 1110 40.5 

Division III 4 2 2 0 14 0 P 10 37 1.3 

Division IV 23 5 0 77 193 0 0 0 298 10.9 

Division V 28 5 0 156 149 0 0 0 338 12.3 

Division VI 9 0 0 122 401 0 0 0 532 19. tL 
c.n \<Iork Release 1 0 0 9 1B 0 0 0 28 1.0 
1.0 

ReDe 64 5 0 0 39 0 0 0 108 3.9 

Records 16 0 0 0 2 35 5 22 80 2.9 

Bridge 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 12 39 1.4 

Iota 1 264 29 2 557 1773 62 . 10 44 ?741 

Percent 9.6 1.1 0.1 20.3 64.7 2.3 0.4 1.6 100.0 .' -", 

, 0 

\ 
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TABLE 32 

NUMBER OF ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSACTIONS INITIATED ON CCDOC 
T.ERMINALS DURING DIFFERENT WORK SHIFTS* 

\VORK 
SHIFT 

8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
4 p.m. to midnight 
midnight to 8 a.m. 

Subtotal 

10 a.m~ to 6 p.m. 
6 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
2 a.m. to 10 a.m. 

Subtotal 

Total 

NUMBER OF 
TRANSACTIONS 

73't 
1387 

515 
(2633) 

47 
30 
31 

(108) 

2896· 

*The men's Receiving Room at CCDOC works 
hours than do the other divisions. For 
Receiving Room work shift (10 a.m. to 6 
presented separately from the regular 
hours. 

PERCENT 

26.7% 
50.6 
18.8 

(96.1 ) 

1.7 
1.1 
1.1 

(3.9) 

100.0 
/.' 

different shift 
this reason, the 
p.m. , etc.) is 

CCDOC work shift 

The peak hours of CIMIS use for administrative purposes 
throughout CCDOC occurred between 9 p.m. - midnight (?8.2% of all 
transactions.) 

.. Tables 31 AND 32 show that the CCDOC housing divisions .(Di
V1Slons I-VII) use CIMIS more for these administrative purposes 
t~a~ ~o·the Records, Receivin~ and other divisions. The housing 
dlvlslons account forgO.6% of the administrative transactions 
initiated on CIMIS. CODE and HELP account for 10.7% of all of 

/ the administrative transactions monitored; WHO' and COUNT account 
for 85%. The CEL~ (CELLCAP and CELLSTAT) transactions were" not 
initiated in any division during the sampling period. The Human 
Services division did not use any of the transactions monitored 
during the sampling period. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section presents the findings of' the analysis of 
CCDOC's use of eIMIS. It lists aspects of CIMIS and CCDOC opera
tions that detract from the system's usefulness. The findings 
listed here may overlap those listed in the Data Survey Report. 
This report emphasizes, how CeDOC uses CIMIS, whereas the Data 
Survey Report focused on operations that affected the quality of 
CIMIS data. Each of the findings include a discussion clarifying 
its importance, and a specific recommendation for improvements to 
CIMIS operation at CCDOC. 

The recommendations are made with the awareness that CCDOC 
is in the process of upgrading its CIMIS software. The new ver
sion of CIMIS at CCDOC will address some of the recommendations 
offered below, and will help minimize the efforts needed to im
prove CIMIS use. 

FINDING 1 

CCDOC uses CIMIS as a secondary procedure in data entry, 
data update, living unit assignment, and daily inmate count 
tasks. 

DISCUSSION 

The data el,j3ments that appear in G!MIS inmate recnrds are 
always recorded on at .. least one document prior to entry into the 
CIMIS database , with the exception of t,hose few elements that are 
computer-assigned (BOOKDATE, LAST~ STATUS). Court-related data 
are copied from the m~ttimi onto cards, and then into CIMIS. 
]nmate background, history, and updated court data are entered 
into CIMIS from the history c~rd~~ Living unit location data are 
recorded in log books, and later entered into CIMIS. 

The data gathering .. processes that produce CIMIS inmate rec
ords c6uld be streamlined if all,data, except for those appearing 
on the court mittimi, were entered into CIMIS without first bein~ 
recorded on paper: The eli~ination of initial paper recording 
steps will reduce the possibilities of conflicting entries in 
paper and computer records. 

RECOMfJIENDATION .. 
D~ta entry processes for creating and updating crMIS inmate 

rec,ord's should be streamlined wherever possible. 
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Specifically, as was recolinmended in the D~ta Survey Report 
(Finding 4, page 49), CIMIS itimate data should be entered direct
ly into CIMIS terminals durin€~ inmate interviews, and CCDOC his-: 
tory cards should be generat~d by CIMIS at a later time~ In ad~ 
dition, the updating of court~data in the Records Office~ should 
be done by transferring data directly from the themittimi, with
out first updating the history cards; and living unit data should 
be first entered into CIMIS and then used to generate housing 
ledgers. 

FINDING 2 

CCDOC does not use Cn{IS to distinguish between RCDC and the 
Division V housing units as separate entities. 

DISCUSSION 

CIMIS recognizes both the Receiving Room (RCDC) and living 
units in the Administration Building as Division V. This conven
tion makes it difficult for the housing units in Division V to 
match the daily count of inmates that are recorded on paper and 
in CIMIS, since all inmates in RCDC are coded in CIMIS as resid
ing in living unit 5-0-0-0. As a result, CIMIS is not used

c 
at 

all by Division V housing unit officers to conduct daily counts 
of inmates. 

" 

While it is possible for Division V to avoid this problem by 
conducting bloc~-by-'block inmate counts, such a procedure would 
require 12 se~arate counts (ope for each of the 12 housing blocks 
in Division V) for each of 6 daily division headcounts. 

RECOMMENDATION 

CIMIS should be changed SQ that RCDC is recognized by CIMIS 
as a ,division separate from Division V, or so that COUNT transac
tions initiated by the Division V security office count only in
mates in the 12 housing blocks. 

Once this change is implemented as a part of CCDOC-CIMIS 
software, officers in Division V should bse CIMIS as part of the 
daily headcount procedure, and should enter cell assignments us-
ing CIMIS. t 
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CIMIS options for tracking inmate 
used at CCDOC. 

movement are . not fully 
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DISCUSSION 

In addition to recording living units, CIMIS provides three 
transactions for keeping track of the locations of inmates. The 
three transaction are: 

2) 
3) 

INMATE - records the status and location of an 
inmate passing a checkpoint terminal. 

ON - records an inmate's status as "ON THE TIER." 

, t' t t as "OFF THE TIER." OFF - records an lnma e s s a us ~ 

CCDOC uses the living unit category "cc" to indicate an in
mate is appearing in court in Division II only. 

If all housing divisions at CCDOC made use of INMATE, ON, 
OFF, and indicators like "CC", closer track could be kept of 
inmates in transit to various locations, and daily counts of 
inmates could be more easily conducted. 

Discussions with CJIS and CCDOC personnel reveal that the 
INMATE ON and OFF transactions are not used because they are 
impractical'for group movem~n~s: If a block ?r tier?f inmat~s, 
for example, is leaving a dl V1Slon to go outslde for 1 ts exerc:s,e 
per iod, it is too time-consuming and troublesome to log ea?h ,In
mate as ON and OFF the location. CJIS and,CCDOC rec0t?nlze t~e 
need for a ~seful group monitoring component ln CIMIS, ,ln addl
tion to the courtcall process, though plans do not eXlst to de-
sign one. 

RECOMMENDATION 

All hpusing unit divisions in CCDOC ~h?uld be able t.o use 
the "CC" living unit category. CIMIS tralnlng ~h?u~d be provided 
to officers who will be using these CIMIS capabllltles. 

CCDOC and CJIS should design a group movement component 
I 

CIMIS. 
for 

C j

) 

;,'[_,.~.,IJ,;.,:-'"I··FINDI::'il:C does not use CIMIS to identify inmates with special 
~ statuses such as fnmates who are receiving visitors, inmates at-
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tending religious services or educational classes, or inmates on 
sick call (outpatients). 

DISCUSSION 

It would be an enhancement to CIMIS's inmate tracking ca
pabilities if inmates with special statuses, such as those men
tioned above, were flagged in the database. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The capability to identify inmates with special statuses 
should be built into CIMIS and reported on regular daily print
outs. 

FINDING 5 

CIMIS at CCDOC does no't have emergency recovery procedures 
for use during system failures. 

DISCUSSION 

These recommendations suggest a major change in CCDOC rec
ordkeeping procedures; namely,. a much greater reliance on CIMIS 
with a corresponding decrease in use of paper records. A major 
concern of CCDOC personnel regardin~ such a change is loss·of 
CHnS capabilities during "dow.n" times (times when the system is 
unavailable for record updating or report generation due to sys
tem failures). Such losses would be less of a problem i~ a re
covery system was implemented at CCDOC. 

"Backup" computer recovery procedures exist at CCDOC which 
insure that, if the system fails unexpectedly, the entire data
base can be restored in a short amount of time. This finding 
addresses problems that aris~ when system failure forces the Rec
ords and Receiving staffs to rely totally on ';'a paper recordkeep
ing system. When this happens, inmate receiving and courtcall 
procedures slow down, data are lost or, more frequently, mis
coded, and confusion heightens during normally hectic times. 

RECOM~mNDAT ION 

Funds should be made available to design and purchase a 
backup computer system for use when the main CCDOC-CIMIS compu
ter is out of service durir,.g times of heavy system use. 
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FINDING 6 

CCDOC-CIMIS terminal capabilities are not coordinated 
with the needs of the terminal users. 

fully 

DISCUSSION 

t and as a means of controlling As an aid to CIMIS managemen , 'user ~nd terminal 
access to CIMIS inmate records, CIMI~ C~n!~lg~DOC a~d each CIMIS 
security controls. Each CIMIS term:na . t'd with it. For 

'f' set of transactlons aSSOC1a e 
user, has a specl.lc h user security that only allows them 
example, some offl~ers ave d hile some may access and up-
to access CIIMnIaS lsnl.mm~i:r r~~~~i~~,wsome terminals have the cap-
date them. d do not 
ability to perform the BOOK transaction, an some . 

1 k f coordination between In some instances, there is a .ac 0 
, d terminal capabilities. For exal!l-

the needs of termlnal users an b'l'ty (on at least one terml-
Ie some divisions have the capa 1 1 , and some do not. In 

;al) ~o execute the ~~~~~O~!;m~~:~:a~;~on~SSigned capabi~it~es 
other 1nstances, some}. h 'ncreases opportunities for CIMIS m1Sthey do not need, WllC 1 
use. 

RECOMMENDATION 

h uld be made to improve coordination 
An effort sd~ and terminal capabilities at CCD?C. 

CIMIS user nee h to be made regard1ng 
below,l~S~S an~ reco~end~oc ~~~~:de their coordination 
capab*11t1es 1n or er 
needs. 

between 
Table 33 
terminal 

with user 

These 
ent CIMIS 
that CrMIS 

recommendationsb~rl~t01·fefsere~n~Sa~~d~;~C:!;~~St~OsU~~::t 
terminal capa 1 1 , • t 

terminals operate only as the table sugges s. 
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TRANSACTION 

SEND 

MEDIC 

BOOKCOUNT 

CCSCH 

BOOK 

FINDING 7 

,:. 

TABLE 33 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR UPGRADING 
TERMINAL CAPABILITIES 

RECOMMENDATION 

Should be made available to all terminals and 
users 
Restrict use of this transaction to those users 
responsible for entering medical data 
Should be provided to the terminals in each se
curi~y_o~fice in the housing divisions 
In D~v~s~on III, should be available to the 
terminal in the Receiving Office 
In Division III, should be available to the 
terminal in the Receiving Office 

CCDOC does not use CIM.IS to its full potential as a support 
system for the information needs of its administrative divisions. 

DISCUSSION 

. In addition to p~oviding management support to the receiv
~ng, recor~s, ~n~ ~nmate housing divisions at CODOC, CIMIS 
s~ould ~r?v7de s~m~~ar support to CCDOC service and administra
t~~e d~v~s~ons wh~ch deal directly with inmates, and would ben
ef~t from more acc&ss to inmate records. 

Procedures are currently being established at CCDOC to en
sure that me~ical data are entered into CIMIS for all inmates. 
Th~ Human Se~v~ces and Psychiatric Services Officers (both of 
l"Th~ch. can' ac~pess, but not update, CIMIS inmate records) "muld 
be~ef~t from ~I closer link with CrMIS records. Both of these 
un~~s have information needs that could be met by changes in 
CHlIS. 

Human Services staff (CCDOC Social Workers) are in 
position to discover, and use, some of the inmate bac~ r~~~~ 
~l~men~s that may not always be captured during inmate ~ntake 
~n erv~ews. If. they were allowed to update CIMIS inmate rec
ords~ they c?uld ~mprove the quality of the CIMIS database while 
meet~ng th~~r own data needs. The Psychiatric staff has its own 
segment of ~nmatesl records that it is responsible for Thi 
segment should be the one that contains such elements as: • s 
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~iJ 
S~] 
,[ ]1 
,~r- " 
Lr] 

previous 
previous 
previous 
previous 

mental institution commitments; 
~nd current drug or alcohol abuse 
drug programs attended; and 
and current medications. ' 

problems; 

L)"o]1 RECOMMENDATION 

Efforts to expand CIMIS support functions at CCDOC should 
[~:,] continue, and should be expanded to include greater participation 
:") by Human and Psychiatric Services staffs. 

[ " 1 Specifically, Human Services staff should be abl10 to update 

[

', _. __ ,~'I; )" ,] inmate records as they uncover new facts. psychiatric Services 
. '. staff should be provided with the capability to enter and update 

the elements listed above. 

I
, This reoommendation is made with the knowledge that CCDOC is 

[

! ~, implementing Information support programs for the medical, pay
~ roll, and volunteer services staffs at CCDOC, and that plans ex-[ I list to in i tia te other such su1'1' art 1'r ograms inC 1MI S . 

,1 FINDING 8 

[:, ,[~', l! Some confusion exists regarding CIMIS conventions for re-
. cording sentence information on the parts of Records and Hospital 

staffs at CCDOC. 

[
[ 1]1 DISCUSSION 

The Records Office staffs are responsible for updating 
~l CIMIS records based on court pronouncements. In some instances, r[ tL]' inmates may be sentenced by the courts to "mental health care" 

fl . for an indefinite period of time (e.g., until the inmate is fit 
~ """,V1l" I to stand tr ia1) . CIMIS will accept numer ic characters of two or 

~ three digits as valid entries for sentence elements (with the 

[
.t ~ 1\ exception of "LIFE,1I "DEATH," and "DMH," for Depar'bmentof Mental 

JI Health). Records Office staffl2l apparently ate unaware of the op
an" tion to enter DMH, and have been entering arbitrary sentences 

r JJl ']:, (e.g. one week, one month) for inmates sentenced to mental health 
til ,care. These arbitrary sentences create confusion for Hospital 

n7n11 staff, because they expect inmates to leave -the hospital on cer-
~ tain dates (according to OIMIS), though orders are never received [[! "~ to release them. It should be noted that these are rare occur-

wl1 rences. 

[~Ii :I 
[L~U] 6' 
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RECOMMENDATION 

Records Office staff should be trained to use the DMH 
for sentences to mental health care. entry 

FINDING 9 

The length of time it takes to complete INQUIRY searches on 
~ommon last names delays Records Office responses to 
les regarding inmates. some inquir-

DISCUSSION 

When an INQUIRY is made into the CIMIS database 0 
name, CIMIS lists all 'bl n a laet 
terminal screen In th POSSl fe names of active inmates on the 
Iiams S·t . . e cases o· common last names (i e Wil-

~~~yWhi~~:t~f !~~!~~~W:;tt~!!~~~~i::iin~:m~:r:~~a~a!~~e!~: n~:~ 
a long time tIt .' ~ on common names can take 
that ; t 0 comp e e. ThlS problem is compoul;lded by the fact 

~nma e names are store" CIMIS b 
entry. into CCDOC. Most phone r~q~~sts to t~:ed on their ~rder of 
cern lnmates recently admitted to CCDOC---th Rec~rds Off1ce con
the end of the INQUIRY lists. ose hat appear at 

RECOMMENDATION 

CIMIS should be changed so that ·th 
be made on more than "last name" e1 er INQUIRY searches can 
appear first on INQUIRY lists. ' or so that new CCDOC inmates 

FINDING 10 

to 
ing 

cg~~~ co~nty Criminal Court officials sometimes send 
• J W 0 coul~ have paid their bond in court thus 
1n needless book1ng and housing of inmates at CCDOC. 

DISCUSSION 

inmates 
result-

Any inmate that is sent to CCDOC from the 
~~~:i~!l Courts m~~t be booked into the instituti~~o~fo~~~~i~ 
CCDOC ~ff~~:~~he~'t1ntervieW~d, and .assigned ~ living unit). 
CCDOC woe that. 1n some lnstaJlCSs, lnmates arrive at 
These ~o C~Uld have met thelr bond requir-ements at the court. 

. 1nma es must be booked, and are usually rele'ased shortly 
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thereafter. This poses problems for CIMIS operations because un
necessary booking and bonding out procedures wastes valuable com
puter space and personnel time. 

RECOMMENDATION 

CCDOC and Cook County Criminal Courts personnel should 
review the procedures by which inmates are sent to CODOC, and 
change (or enforce) them so that needless booking of inmates at 
CCDOC is reduced. 

FINDING 11 

The inmate reception process at CCDOC, which can involve 
up to five CIMIS transactions per inmate, should be streamlined 
to require fewer transactions. 

DISCUSSION 

When inmate records are created in CIMIS during the re
ce1vlng process, BOOK and HISTORY transactions are always initi
ated. Some records require that one or two additional transac
tions (ALIAS and IDS) be initiated to complete the process. 
These transactions add few elements to CIMIS inmate records. The 
time required to proqass new inmates could be shortened if the 
IDS elements were incorporated into the BOOK or HISTORY transac-
tions. 

REO OMMENDAT ION 

In conjl;mction w-fth two other recommendations made concern
ing CCDOC's receiving process (Se~Finding 4, page 49, Data Sur
vey Report; and Finding 1 above, page 61), the optional elements 
entered using IDS should be incorporated into the BOOK or HISTORY 
transactions. 

FINDING 12 

At CCDOO, LEADS is not used to check for wants OT warrants 
against inm~tes being booked into, or discharged from, the in-
stitution. 

1\ 

6-
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DISCUSSION 

Many inmates at CCDOC may have outstanding arrest war
rants, extradition warrants, or may be wanted on charges other 
than those they are currently in custody for. At present, howev-
er, inmates are only asked, during the receiving process, if they 
have other cases pend.ing or in progress. Therefore, inmates may 
be released who should actually be detained. 

The CCDOC men's Records Office has a LEADS terminal that 
could be used to determine whether or not an inmate is wanted for 
other reasons than the current booking charge(s) py running an 
inquiry for each new inmate. Alternatively, a direct linkage 
between CCDOC-CIMIS and LBADS could be established to perform an 
inquiry for each BOOK and DISCHARGE transaction performed at 
CCDOC. In either case, the probability of releasing an inmate 
who shoul'l be held, would be greatly reduced. 

RECOMMENDATION 

CCDOC should perform a LEADS inquiry for every BOOK and 
DISCHARGE transaction. This should be done automatically as an 
interface between CCDOC-CIMIS and LEADS. 

APPENDIX A 

Schedule of Observational Visits to 
the Cook County Department of Corrections 

71 
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DATE OF 
VISIT 

1/27/81 

1/28/81 

2/3/81 

2/10/81 

2/18/81 

2/23/81 

3/3/81 

3/4/81 

3/5/81 

3/24/81 

4/1/81 

4/3/81 

4/14/81 

5/19/81 

5/27/81 

• 

Schedule of Observational Visits to the Cook County 
Department of Corrections 

PURPOSE SERVED BY VISIT 

toured CCDOC to become acquainted ,vi th the complex; 
visited thirty-four CIMIS terminal locations and dis
cussed CIMIS operations with CCDOe officers; 

observed the inmate intake process at RCDO, including 
CIMIS data collection (intake interviews) and entry;-;! 

observed the inmate intake process; observed records office operations, day shift; 

observed records office operations, day .shift; 

observed records office operations; evening shift; 

observed records office operations, evening shift; 

observed records office operations, evening shift; 
observed records office operations, evening shift; 

observed morning transportation of inmates to court 
appearances in the Criminal Courts Building; 

observed inmate intake procedures in RCDC; observed 
CIMIS operation in the work release division; 

observed the intake process in the women's division; 

observed morning shipment of inmates to the Joliet 
Correctional Center, and the morning transfer of in
mates to appearances in the branch courts; observed 
records office operations in the women's division, 

observed Cook County Court Services opera~ionsat the 
Criminal Courts Building; 

observed RCDC procedures for assigning living units 
to inmates; 

observed RCDC procedures for aSSigning living units 
to inmates; discussed liY~ng unit assignment proce
dures with officers in Division VI; 
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5/28/81 

6/2/81 

6/11/81 

6/30/81 

7/1/81 

7/9/81 

9/3/81 

observed RCDC procedures for assigning .living units 
to inmates· discussed living unit asslgnment proce
dures with ~fficers in Division IV; 

discussed CIMIS operations with the.Psychi~tric Ser~ 
vices Unit; discussed living unlt aS~lgnm~n~ ~nd 
inmate count procedures with officers In DlVlslon 
II; 

discussed living unit as~ign~e~t. and inmate 
procedures with officers In Dlvlslons I and V; 

visited officers in Divisions I and II. to 
points regarding CIMIS use; 

count 

clarify 

to discuss living un.i t as~ign~er:t. and in:~~e IV 7, ount 
procedures with officers Ln Dlvlslons III 

visited officers in Divisions V and VI to 
points regarding CIMIS use; 

continued discussion with the Psychiatric 
Unit regarding its CIMIS needs. 
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clarify 

Services 
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APPENDIX B 

Cook County Department of Corrections 
Paper Source Documents 

1) Arrest Report Form 

2) Order of Sentence and Commitment to Cook County 
Department of Corrections 

3)' Order Commi tting\,<Defendant to Cook County Department 
of Corrections to be Held Without Bail 

5) 

6) 

7) 

Order Committing D~fendant to Cook County Department 
of Corrections forI 'Failure to Give Bail 

" 
Order of Sentence and Commitment to Illinois 
Department of Corrections 

Defendant Custodial Status She'et 

CCDOC History Card 

II 

(/ 
o 
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CC·303·A·REVISED 
2·7-79 (9191 SOM 

IN Th"i'.': CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

DEPARTMENT~~~ __________________ ~~~ (''''C;-o~u-nt:-Y'''')-----------~(M=:-un-:i'''ci''''p''''''''al) (Division) (District) 

People oC the State oC Illinois 

v. 

Defendant 

ORDER OF SENTENCE AND COMMITMENT TO 
COOK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 

The deCendant having been adjudl:ed I:uilty of committing the offenses enumerated below, 
IT IS ORDERED that the defendant~ _________ ~::--_____________ _ 

be and he is hereby sentenced to the Illinois Department of Corrections as Collows: 

OUeruw ___________________________ _ w. Bey, Stet: 

Cb. See. Par __ L--
Cb. See. Par. 

OU6nse _____________________ __ 

Of~nM ______________________________ __ 

Ch. SeC. Par. 
Offense Ch. Sec. Par. ____ _ 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the Court shall deliver a copy of this order to the SheriU.of Cook County. . 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Sheriff of Cook County shall take the defendant into cuStody and confine him 
in the manner provi~ed by law until the above sentence is fulfilled • 

ENTER: _________ ~~--------____ _ 
Judp 

Dated: 
• 

INSTRUCTIONS 

CLERK is requested to insert in the appropriate spaces above (1) each sentence and the conditions thereof, including 
the condition that the i,ntence shall run concurrently or consecutively, as the case may be, with other sentences imposed 
by the court in thil cue, or other sentences imposed by courts in other cases; and (2) fill in the following information: 

Name and addr811 of counsel for detendant __________________ . __________ _ 

Police Individual Record No. ____________ _ 
D1inois Bureau Identificatil1n No. _. _____ __ 

MORGAN M. FINLEY, CLERK OF rHE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY 
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CC·3Q4A·REVISED 
6-21-79- 151.4-(932) 

• 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY,ILLINOIS 
DEPARTMENT~ ___ ~ __________________ ~~~~ 

""(CO-u-n-,.ty..,)-----------"'7.(M;-:--un-:i"""'ci:-p...."al) (Division) (District) 

People oC the State of Illinois 

~ No. 
v. 

Dt!fendant 

ORDER COMMITTING DEFENDANT TO COOK COUNTY 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS TO BE HELD 

WITHOUT BAlL 

This cause coming on' to be heard IUld the court after considering the following cbarees filed against the defendant: 

m. MV. Stat. 

Ch. See. Par. 

Ch. See. Par. 

Ch. Sec. Par. 

Ch. See. Par. 

IT IS ORDERED that thedefel1dant _____ --'-__ --; ________________ _ 

shall not be released on bail. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Sheriff oC Cook County shall take the defendant into custody and confine 

him in the Department of Corrections oC Cook County. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Sherif( of Cook County shall bring the defendant before the Judge sitting in 

Branch __________________ ,located at ______ -..., _______ _ 

on ____ --: __ .,.-...,..-___ , at 9:30 A.M., for a hearing. 
(Insert date) 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Cook County shan deliver a copy of this order to 
the Sheriff of Cook County. 

ENTER:: ______ ~_=__-----
Judee 

Dated: 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Clerk is requested to (1) fill in the information required above and (2) to submit the following information: 

Name and address of counsel for deCendant __________________________ _ 

Police Individual Record No. _-,-_________ Illinois Bureau Identification No, _______ _ 

MORGAN M. FINLEY, CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COUR:T m' COOK COUNTY 
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50M·g.a.78 (842) 
CC302A REVISED (921) IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 

DEPARTMENT 
(County) (MUIlicipal) (Division) 

People of the Stile of DJiuois 

v. No. 

ORDER COMMITTING DEFENDANT TO COOK COUNTY 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS FOR FAILURE TO 

GIVE BAIL 

This cause CDtDing on to be heard and the court mer CDOSideriug (8) the following charges rued apian the defeadlillu 

DL KeY. Scat. 

01. 
Sec;. ___ _ 

01. ___ _ 
~---- Par. 

Ch .. ___ _ Sec. Pu .. ____ _ 

Ch. Sec. Pu. 

(b) the amount of b.il for the release of the defendaDt; t.Dd 

(e) the iDWilicy of the de!eadaDt to give bail, 

IT IS ORDERED that the amount of bail OD the chuse of __________________ _ 
is bereby set at _______________________ 0011an $ ______ _ 

wbich'shallstand u b8il for all other charges enumerated above. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that tbe Sheriff of Cook CoilDty shall take the defendant _________ _ 

~f Correaiont of Cook County IlDtil be gives bail u required by this otder. 
into CUstody and confine him in th~ Oeputment 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if tbe de!endan~ does Dot give bail, the Sheriff of Cook County shall bring him bdore 

the Judie sittinl in Branch _______ , located It ________________ ..."..._ 

oa ..... __________ .It ________ , for a hearing • 

(Iasert de,e) (Iasert time) 

IT IS FURTImR ORDERED that if the defendaDt does give bail, tbe Clerk of the Court shall indicate on the b.il boad 
(1) the time and place of the court hearing shown above, and (2) all' chuges rued against the deIendaDt. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that if tbe delendant is rel~ OD bail, he shallafPl!ll' 1m a bearing at the time and 
p111C11 as shown lbove. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of tbe Court thall deliver A copy of this order to the Sber« of Cook County. 

~------~~-------Jadp 

INSTRUCTIONS. 

CLERK is requated to fill in the loUC:","Dg informllltiOllI 
1. Name and addreA of counm for defendaDt ________________________ _ 

________________________ ~!l~.-----~/~1----------__ -----------
,-,-::1/ 2. Police Individual ReaIrd No. __________ nihil/II-Bureau Identificadoo No. _________ _ 

\ I' ILL, Rev. Stat. 
Complaint No. Chule Ch. Sec. PUt 

3. 
DispoIitioo of Complaint 

MORGAN M. FINLEY! CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY 
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CC 305A - REVISED 
6-21-79-1OM-(932) 

(i 
Ii 

Ii 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 
:.:.:::::.;< 

DEPARTMENT 
(~C~o-un~t~y~)--------------------~(M~un~i~ci~p~~)( ~D"i~v~~'i~o-n~)----------------------~(D"~~tn~'~c~t) 

People of the State of Illinois 

v. 

Defendant 

ORDER OF SENTENCE AND COMMITMENT TO 
ILUNOIS DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 

The defendant having been adjudged guilty of committing the offenses enumerated below, 
IT IS ORDERED that the deCendant-:-::--___ --::--_-:--__ :-:-______________ _ 

be and he is hereby sentenced to the Illinois Department of Corrections as follows: 

III. nOv.S!!!I, 

Offense Ch. Sec. Par. 

Offense Ch. Sec. Par. 

Offene Ch. Sec. PIi'. ___ _ 

'i' Offe~!-~---------------- Ch. _____ Sec. Par. ___ _ 
Ii 

fir IS FURTHER ORDERED thMt the Clerk of the Court shall deliver a copy of this order to the Sheriff of Cook 
County. . 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Sherirf of Cook County shall take the defendant into cllitody and deliver him 
to the nlinois'Department of Corre,ctioDs. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Illinois Department of Corrections shall take the defendant into custody and 
confine him in the manner provided by law until the above sentence is fulfilled. 

Dated: .' 

ENTER: ________ ~~ __ ------__ --
JudIe 

INSTRUCTIQJiS 

C~~K is requested to inSert in the appropriate spaces above .(1) each sentellco and the conditions thereC!f, including 
the condltlo~ tha~ the sentence shall run c~ncurrent1y or con~cutJvely, as the case m~y be, with other sentences imposed 
by the court an thIS case, or other sentences Imposed by courts an other cases; and (2) till in the ColloWine inrormation~ 

Name and address of counsel for defend.nt _______________ _ 

Police Individual Record ~o. _____ ~ ________ _ Illinois Bureau Identification No. -" _______ _ 

MORGAN M, FINLEY, CLERK OF'TI;iE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY 
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CCQ·57.JJ·14-80 NEW 10M (2&81 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS. Case No ..... "' ............................. . 

or Charge ..............................•..... 

Date of Sentence ........................... . 

v. First Re!l0rt Date: Saturday ....... , ...... 19 ....• 

Term of Periodic Imprisonment ................ . 

.. ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 

................................................. 

.. ••••••• 0 .......................... 0 ••••••••• 

PERIODIC IMPRISONMENT ORDER 

Upon a fil1ding of gUilty and a judgement of guilty. the defendant is sentenced to the term of periodic 
improonment shown above. It is fUrther ordered that: 

1. D~fendant shall report to Ihe Guard House of the Department of Corrections at 2700 South California 
Avenue. Chicago. lIIinois at 9:00 A.M. on the first report date shown above. tinless otherwise specifically ordered 
below. and may remain ill custody for the first 24 hours and bring a copy of this Order with him. 

2~ The defendant shall be assessed S5.00 room and board per day unless waived or modified by the 
Court. 

J. The defendant may be rele:Jsed on the holidays designated by the Sheriff unless otherwise provided 
by the Court. 

4. Upon reasonable grounds to believe there is a Violation of this Order. or the Department of Correction 
regulltions. O( the commission of another offense. the Sheriff may hold the defendant in confinement for a c(;urt 
hearing on the viobtion up to 48 hours. unless furthl!r ordered by the Court. The Court retains the power to revoke 
or modify the provisions of this periodic imprisonment. 

S. Additional orders: (Court shall note conditions of confinement) (Monday through Friday with 
hours released. weekends only with hours of incarceration) 

.. ............................................... " ..... , ................................................................................................. . 
• ................................. " ........ , "'" •• ~ ............. " ......... e, ........... , ...... ' ..................................... ,. ........ " ... " 

........... " .................................... " ... " • " ... " .... " ' ...... ~ ..................................................... oo". 

.. , ....................... , ........................... , ........................................... . 

............................................................................................ ! ....................................... . 

Defendant acknowledges receipt of this Order lind states that he understands the conditions of his periodic 
imprisonment as set forth above. 

" ......... , ...................... , ... ., ... ., .. ., ............ ., ................ , ................... , ....................... to , •• ., ... . 

.. ••••• " •••• ·r ••• • .. ••• ............................................................................ . 

.......... ., ..................... ., ............................ ., ............... ,., .......... ,~ ..... t. " ...................................... . 

• ....... !II ..... ., .................... , ............ ., ................. .. 

Defendant's Signature 

................. ., ..... t ................ , ... " ............. ~ ............ .. 

Defendant's Address Zip 

••••••••••••••••• , •••• , •••••• " •••• t' ••••• ,-

Dilte ENTER: ................................... . 
Judge 

........................................... 
Print Name 

MORGAN M. FINLEY, CLERK OF :rHE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY 

, 
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Corrections 

Alphabetic and Numeri~ Tnmate Roster (Report 

Housing Report (Eaport 02) 
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Pre-Court Call ReEort 

TIIF', F""oJ 2", 1 3 "1 
rU'lK C"UNTY "EDjlOrUt;'lr (IF' I"UOR"'C T I fI\l~ olr.f 1 

r.nR"Er PO~IAI TNqn JIITTO'" \1" ... "r.P·Etll l'IFnQ'.I" T I 'l~ ~v5TE·· "ATE n2l21t/R 1 
Dq"L'MTN~R'f rOlljH rAIL H"'P'lRT TI\lE OA:na 

rO"lT rALL Ttll", Fr.1:l 211, IOdl 

, 

N~'4e Ll"IMG IJ~II T nEQp'4 A PO" OI"FTI;UI l'RTY 

,. ofIIL'E ".u.~.17 rRTIt'~AL GnuoT P"IIjD€Y I'll 
P CALI/pI I·r:·;>·o rR'''T~AL C"IJoT lJl\~q"OIl nl 
C- Trin:.t~S I·r.-;>·n rrH~T!lIAL tnllo[ !i~~RAQII nl 
B' "o\qC"Al ".11·1-1 q rQ'ItTN~L CI'IUI'H ~AC4"1 II 01 
S .InqE DI-I I-I:-l·~ I"IH'I'~~L C"'Uo', Jo4TllEQ,nE.N nl 
l" . QE"'NY I·,I:-I-R rIH'I'tPl. CnU"I ~\Tl.lEQ.I\PI I'll 
J Al"'EO{ l-r.-I-II , 

r~''4'~AL C'luoT Jo4TLI.EQ,REM 01 
II ~"'~~I"" ,-_R_;>_I.I, ~'r:R' ItTN"L CnlJ~J PTt-4r'iAM nl 
y, O"~YNI" '-1"-;:>-7 "'H ItHlAl. ;;"UQI p ... ..,0p 01 
[I TUO",,'I IQ . ~-r.C-O-O r:RTItTN~L Cl'IlJoT lo\"C~AI A n 1 
p- G"'O'lI;"" I-r-~-Ill rRTIHN"L (.IlUQT 3~qqAPO 01 
G· I" 1.Ir.:t: 'IE ,-r-~-lq "Q'(~'N~L (; "Ilel [ S":lT~ I'll 
C In'H ... r.-~-I.q riP'1HI~L cnU'lr GOA7(AN nl 
W ~"'Il"'Y ~-r.C-O-O rlH '1' .1/0\ L C"U"T '5"'4' N nl 
c· - l-/"III"Ev '-I'-~-'O "~T..".'JAL klll)Qr !l,,"~T I "Pili" nl 
T . , I 'il'" E ,-r.-II-'>; rqT""iII"L C 'lIjQ T ~~Ln~".y nt 

rijTItTN~L C ... UOT "'''Ln'4c y fI~ i 

,i r~T""N"l. C"IU'H lo\~I."'Js:"Y n~ ... 
:; 'A"E<;. C,-M-'-1I1 r.., T '1' ,'J~ L Cl'IlloT CIlU<;'1~15 01 
C-' CUAOL'E I_c_,-,q r~T""''JAL CnU"T CnU<;'I"S 1'1' 
G " 11\'4E'l 11-1(-,-10 rqTll''J~L CIlU~T CnU'lpl1; nl 
s.:.· . . IIILLU'" 11-'1·:>·'0 I'RTIIHI"L C"uoT C'lU!; r~ls 01 
Ii' . I.O'll" l-r.-:>-I"I I'llI' riP liT NAL cnlJr.> r STQ~YI'OQN 01 
H' . . OI.L 'E R .. _r.:·:>_I, V rfU'1'N"b C"UPL~J..i.RAQ(I 01 .' 

r~'''1'NAL Cl'IlJDr IJA~qAI?O 02 
W , 

A~JTUMIn I·\.l-;>-'~ riHItT;II"L c"IJ"r P''JrIlAM fit 

" EI I)? I v c,-1\-:>-1.2 r~''''';-.jAL C"'lj", COO,,,!.I" V , J 01 
1;' 4I"HAEL~ ".D., -f'2 r~T"TN~L C"UoT !;T~AY\.looll/ 01 
J' rll~QLEc; l-~ •. t -:> "'IHI.\T~~L C"'II D T 5 q ~ YIIO"N 01 
... LA~~Y f, -".:> -I'" rQ' ""'IAI. C"'tJI.\T I'nliPEV I'IJ 

" .}rhl'IN" l-n-~-" rll'..,TN"L Cnll?T F' 17, T ~, I!l 
C" ,,'lSF" I-~-II-'" f'R1\\T'JA'L C"II Q T' CI'IIJ~p·IS 0\ 
1'- . CHA?L"'S "-K-'-II.5 f'Q '_'!. T 'J A \, C '110 r S·"", ~ nl 1 rRT\I''lftL C "tI''H 5""'''1 n2 . r.RTIfT'J4L CI'IUDT 5"'A'N nj 
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r .. l) I:" II D I r: t( .. n.'15-0-0 rIp "T '4~L CnUof SIIL'tr( T I'll 
A . F"E"O'E Q-\.lP-C"-I' r~'If''1ftL C",uoT tl""yn" I'll 

riln",'1~L cnUDT HC"ynA 1\2 
I"~TItT'J~L C"IU"T \i:"yn,. O~ 

~I Ij~!;!( t,,.1( _,_llll r~T"''4AL GIlU'" Hl"yn" nL - - f"HIt'~~L c".,QT ~C"YOA n?, 
r~,· .. t'JAL C'Iljl.\ , HC"VOA n.s 

O· .. C"'l""O""1l 'Cit 'i-L-'-I.,) r~,,,T~~L C"UI?T "'''CLl,''.A 01 
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GLOSSARY OF CIMIS AND CCDOC TERMS 

CIMIS Data Elements and CCDOC Terms 

Accur~cy: The CIMIS Data Project defines accuracy as 
correspo •. (!,ence between CIMIS data elements obtained from paper 
source documents and the entries present on those documents. 

Alias: Another name(s) by which the inmate 
which the inmate uses. 

is known, or 

Arrest Report: An offical document completed by the ar
resting police agency that identifies an arrested person and 
describes the offenae(s) and the circumstances of the arrest. 
A carbon copy of the Arrest Report accompanies each new inmate 
entering CCDOC. .. 

Bailiff: A Cook County Sheriff Criminal Courts official 
responsible for the custody ofCCDOC inmates W"hile they attend 
court hearings. 

Block: A CCDOC inmate housing unit within a Division. 

Bond: 
bail. 

Cash amount a inmate must 

Book: A procedure by 
and processed into CCDOC. 

which 

pay 

new 

to leave CCDOC on 

inmates are recelved 

Bridge: A CCDOC location 
CCDOC and the Cook County 
South California Avenue. 

marking the boundary between 
Criminal Courts building at 2600 

CCDOC Identification Card: A card created during inmate 
intake processing at CCDOC that contain the inmate's photo
graph, thumbprint, CCDOC Number (See belOW,) and signature . 

CCDOC Number: Unique number assigned 
the Cook County Department of Corrections. 

to each • i t 
ll~.la e of 

Cell: A CCDOC inmate housing unit within a Tier. 

Charge: 
a inmate. 

The statutory code for an offense charged against 

Completeness: The CIMIS Data Project defines completeness 
as the presence of data in CIMIS data entry fields. 

Court Call: A CCDOC report that lists inmates 
appearances for a certain day. 

Data: Items of information re resen;-

with court 

--"1 
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electronic media, from which conclusi.ons are dr·awn or .actions 
fare taken. 

Database: An arrangement of data in a computer to facili
tate storage, retrieval, and update of the data. 

Division: A distinct operational unit of CCDOC. 

Dropsheet: A CIMIS report that lists, for individual 
Divisions in CCDOC, persons with court appearances. 

History Card: A card used by CCDOC to record information 
concerning new inmates during intake, and to update court and 
sentence information in the manual files. 

Mittimus: The court document 
CCDOC, containing charge, bond, and 
may be committed to CCDOC by anyone 
Appendix B for copies of each): 

committing a inmate to 
court event data. Inmates 
of four mittimi (See 

1~ Order of Sentence and Commitment to CCDOC; 
Order Committing Defendant to CCDOC to be Held 

3) 
Without Bail; 
Order Comm,<tting Defendant to CCDOC for Failure to 

4) 
Gi ve Bail ;-snd 
Order of Sentence and Commitment to IDOO. 

Next Court Branch: The branch number of < a inmate's next 
scheduled court appearance. 

Next Court Date: The date of a inmate's next scheduled 
court appearance. c, 

Next Court Judge: Wae judge presiding at a inmate's next 
scheduled court appear(¥nce .• 

Preliminary Court Call: A procedure by which the Court 
Call list is prepared. 

Inmate ID Number: See CCDOC NUmber. 
c 

Scope: Scope refers to the number of specific transactions 
used at CCDOC, and the range of data elements captured. 

Shift Commander: A CeDOC officer in charge of operations 
within a Division during a work shift. 

Tier: A CCDOC inmate housing unit within a Block; or, 
the process,~s of assigning inmate living units. 

Tiering Sheet: 
assignment s. 

A manual record of CCDOC inmate housing 

Transaction: An exchange of data between a terminal and a 
computer, or a word or phrase that initiates such an exchange. 

Update: To modify a computer record to represent the 
rent, or most recent state, of som~thing. 

" '-~ --~': 

cur-

Wing Officer: A CCDOC/ officer in charge of operations 
on a certain "wing" (s0ction) of inmate housing units during 
a work shift. 
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II. CIMIS Transactions Used to Access and Update Inmate Records 

ATIER (ADMTIER): Changes a inmate's living unit across 
division boundries within CCDOC. 

ALIAS: Records or updates aliases for an inmate. 

BOOK: Records information when a new inmate is admitted 
into CCDOC, and assigns the CCDOC NUMBER. It must always be 
the first transaction initiated for an inmate. 

CHARGE: Records, updates, and displays 
criminal charges and court information. 

an 

CHANGE NAME (CHGNAME): Changes an inmate's name. 

inmate's 

COURT HISTORY (CHIST): 
court actions concerning 
her. 

Displays an inmate's history of 
the criminal charges against him or 

CLINIC: Provides two forma for recording, updating, and 
reviewing an inmate's scheduled clinic appointments. 

DISCHARGE (DISCH): Discharges an inmate from CCDOC. 

HISTORY (HIST): Records biographic and demographic data 
concerning an inmate at intake. 

IDS: Enters and updates inmate identification numbers. 

INMATE (INM): Records the status and location of an inmate 
passing a checkpoint terminal. 

INQUIRY (INQ): Displays data concerning a inmate, based 
on data drawn from the ALIAS, BOOK, CHARGE, HISTORY, IDS, IN
MATE, MEDIC, OFF, ON, and TIER TRANSACTIONS. 

LOCKER: Assigns and updates a inmate's locker number. 

MEDIC: Enters, displays, and updates a inmate's medical 
dr-ita. 

NEWNmiBER (NEWNU~n: Changes a inmate/'s CCDOC number. 

OFF: Records a inmate's status as "off the tier." 

ON: Records a inmate's status as "on the tier." 

OUTDATE: > Enters and updates a inmate's release date. 

SPECIAL.: Same as ORDERS. Records, displays, and updates 
a judges orders for future events for a inmate. 

TIER: Records a housing assignment 
a division at CCDOC. 

---~-----~ 

for a inmate within 
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III. CIMIS Transactions Used for Other Management Purposes 

BOOKCOUNT: Counts. all inmates booked on a specified 
date in the terminal user's division. 

CCSCH: Prioritizes multiple events scheduled for an inmate 
on a single specified date. 

CELLCAP: Reviews and updates the cell capacities of a 
specified tier. 

CELLS: Used to add cells to, or delete cells from, a 
specified -tier. 

CELLSTAT: Used to enter, review, and update the status 
of a specified cell. 

CODE: Used to check on the validity or the translation of 
single codes. 

COUNT: Used to count the number of inmate~ 
a specified cell, tier, block, or division. assigned to 

r' 
" 

COURTCALL: Used to prepare the dropsheets~ dispatch 
sheets~ and court passes for all inmates in the terminal us
er's division scheduled to appear in court on a specified date. 

HELP: Used to display instructions for the use of CIMIS transactions. 

PRECC (PRE-COURT CALL): Used to prepare the pr~liminary 
court call report for the terminal u~er's division, for a spec
ified date. 

PSYR: Used to produce a report of all inmates in the 
terminal user's division scheduled for psychiatric review on a 
specified date. 

TRAFFIC: Used to produce 
the terminal user's division 
court on a specified date. 

a report of all inmates in 
scheduled to appear in traffic 

WHOTHERE: Used to find out who is assigned to a specified cell. 
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AVAILABLE SAC PUBLICATIONS 

DATA SOURCES ON THE INCIDENCE OF ARSON IN ILLINOIS, by Chip Coldren (November, 1977; 
revised March, 1981) 

REPORT ON TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT: DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SURVEY, by L. Edward Day 
(September, 1978) 

A METHODOLOGICAL REVIEW OF I'THE IMPACT OF MANPOWER SERVICES ON ILLINOIS OFFENDERS," 
by George W. Knox, by Carolyn R. Block (October, 1978) 

A GUIDE TO THE SOURCES OF DATA ON CRIMINAL CASES PROCESSED IN THE COOK COUNTY CIRCUIT 
COURT, by Karen P. Smith & James Zuehl (December, 1978; revised June, 1979) 

ILLINOIS UNIFOR~1 CRIME REPORTS USER I s GUIDE UPDATE FOR 1977 DATA, by Linda Kok 
(February, 1980) 

ILLINOIS VICTIM SURVEY DATA: A GUIDE TO THEIR USE, by Ruth A. Perrin (October, 1977; 
revised March, 1979) 

GUIDE TO ILLINOIS PAROLE AND RELEASE DATA, by Carolyn R. Block (July, 1979; revised 
December, 1980) 

DESCRIPTIVE TIME SERIES ANALYSIS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE DECISION MAKERS: LOCAL ILLINOIS 
ROBBERY AND BURGLARY, by Carolyn R. Block (November~ 1979) 

INMATE PROFILE ANALYSIS, by Edward F. Maier & Stephen F. Tapke (November, 1979) 

DATA SOURCES ON PROBATION, CONDITIONAL DISCHARGE, SUPERVISION AND PERIODIC IMPRISON
MENT IN ILLINOIS, by James R. Coldren Jr. (December, 1979) 

The COMPILER, editor: Eric Newcomer (newsletter published bi-monthly) 

PATTERNS OF CHANGE IN CHICAGO HOMICIDE: THE TWENTIES~ THE SIXTIES AND THE SEVENTIES, 
by Carolyn R. Block & Richard Block (April, 1980) 

DECISIONS AND DATA: THE TRANSFORMATION OF ROBBERY INCIDENTS INTO OFFICIAL ROBBERY 
STATISTICS, by Richard Block & Carolyn Block (July, 1980) 

AGGREGATION PROBLEMS IN THE ANALYSIS OF ILLINOIS STATEWIDE CRIMINAL JUSTICE DATA, 
by James R. Coldren, Jr. (November, 1980) 

GUIDE TO ILLINOIS FIREARM DATA, by Carolyn R. Block (November, 1980) 

VIOLENT CRIME IN ILLINOIS, by Larry V. Dykstra (March, 1981) 

HOW TO TRACE CRIMES THROUGH THE ILLINOIS CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: A Method for 
Comparing Police Data to Court and Correctional Data, by Carolyn Block (July, 1981) 

DATA SURVEY REPORT: COOK COUNTY DEPARTI~ENT OF CORRECTIONS, by James R. Coldren, Jr. 
and Brant Serxner (July, 1981) F 

FOCUS: RURAL CRIME IN ILLINOIS, by Carolyn Block & Loui se S. Mill er (January, 1982) 

DATA ON HANDGUN USE IN ILLINOIS, by Carolyn Block & Louise S. Miller (October, 1981) 

SHOPLI FTING IN ILLINOIS, by Larry V. Dykstra (~1arch, 1982) 

RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY IN ILlINOIS~ by Larry Dykstra (March, 1982) 
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